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Abstract 

This report examines the relationship between SF and innovation, defined as one of 
mutual engagement and even co-constitution. It develops a framework for tracing the 
relationships between real world science and technology and innovation and science 
fiction/speculative fiction involving processes of transformation, central to which are 
questions of influence, persuasion, and desire. This is contrasted with the more 
commonplace assumption of direct linear transmission, SF providing the inventive seed 
for innovation– instances of which are the exception rather than the rule.  

The model of influence is developed through an investigation of the nature and evolution 
of genre, the various effects/appeals of different forms of expression, and the ways in 
which SF may be appropriated by its various audiences. This is undertaken (i) via an inter-
disciplinary survey of work on SF, and a consideration the historical construction of genre 
and its on-going importance, (ii) through the development of a prototype database 
exploring transformational paths, and via more elaborated loops extracted from the 
database, and (iii) via experiments with the development of a web crawl tool, to 
understand at a different scale, using tools of digital humanities, how fictional ideas 
travel. SF influences science and vice versa. We find multi-directional and on-going 
pathways connecting SF and science and we suggest that this has important implications 
for those considering Foresight, horizon scanning, questions of acculturation, the 
relations between humanities and science and technology, and the broader public 
understanding of science and participation in the governance of science and technology.  
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Better	  Made	  Up:	  The	  Mutual	  Influence	  of	  Science	  Fiction	  and	  Innovation	  
 

“‘We’re almost always wrong,’ said Gibson”… ‘The thing that Neuromancer predicts 

as being actually like the internet isn’t actually like the internet at all!’”  (Interview in 

Wired, September, 2012, (Dayal 2012)).   

I. Introduction 

Buzz Aldrin, who really did stand on the moon, recently offered a transporter to Mars to a 

Radio Four programme asking for donations to an imaginary museum. It was received as the 

first way to ‘hitch a ride into space’… ‘since science fiction’. Aldrin, who has criticized 

NASA’s priorities, who seeks a Mars programme, and who has been engaged in work on a 

Mars Cycler, intended this fictional gift to be a real world intervention. Science Fiction and 

Science ‘fact’ – science and technology innovation, policy, public knowledge, investment - 

are not two separate realities but are two entangled and overlapping fields.   

This engagement is widely recognized. From Mars to flying cars to digital drugs, robot 

friends to teleportation, GPS to mobile communicators1, smart food to mitochondrial 

reproduction techniques, links are often drawn between science fiction and technological 

innovation. Sunday supplements and popular blogs as well as academic journals make 

frequent reference to technologies that have ‘crossed over’ from science fiction into present 

fact. One popular and often repeated example is the attribution of the invention of the 

communication satellite to Arthur C. Clarke2. The starting point of this report is that these 

assumptions are justified – there is traffic between fictional and real worlds of science and 

technology and these worlds are connected. As a mode of fiction centrally investigating 

possible worlds, interrogating present conditions and exploring possible futures, SF is 

inevitably caught up in the discourses of real-world  ‘science’ and ‘technology’ (see (Dourish 

and Bell 2008)) and these discourses have results. 

SF outputs – and the discourses of SF as they permeate in various ways into broader arenas –

are drawn upon by scientists and technologists, and also by particular sub-cultural groups 

including those valorising science or technology. Moreover SF is often a resource supporting 

the value of science in popular culture and in the wider public sphere. SF may intervene in, or 

                                                        
1 See e.g. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/7911939/The-science-fiction-that-turned-into-science-fact.html, 
Last Accessed, 25 November 2012. 
2 See text box.  



 

constitute a part of, discourses shaping thinking on ‘the future’, understandings of how 

science and technology are made, and understandings of the social and cultural 

‘consequences’ of technological innovation (notably through its utopian/dystopian 

figurations).3 In particular, SF plays an important role in the shaping of desire – for change, 

for progress, for novelty, for a sense of wonder and of discovery. This shaping role is played 

not only because of what SF imagines as possible somewhere else, or in some future time, 

but because it supports a vision of the present world as being evanescent and contingent, 

subject to, or calling for, dramatic change. 

SF may intervene in these areas in different 

ways. Ethical debates around science may 

lean on fictional pre-figurations of 

particular dilemmas or puzzle cases likely 

to arise in the near future (see e.g. 

(Macleod 2012)’s Intrusion, for a recent 

example). Possible consequences of 

innovation are spectacularly visualised in 

blockbuster films such as Steven 

Spielberg’s A.I (2001), Andy and Lana 

Wachowski’s the Matrix (1999), or Steven 

Spielberg’s Jurassic Park (1993), whilst 

the same films normalize or make desirable 

certain forms of (imaginary) technology 

(e.g. intelligent robotic companions). More 

directly suggestive paths to innovation, or 

inspirations for invention, may be evoked 

by the elaboration of everyday life in such 

productions as life with a ‘holodeck’ as 

visualized in the Star Trek Voyager television series or the possible applications of artificial 

intelligent life as suggested by Theodore Sturgeon in Microcosmic God, a story originally 

published in 1943.4    

                                                        
3 It is an over-simplification, however, to assume that science fiction provides a road map to future 
developments or a tool that can be directly employed in forward looking processes such as those conducted in 
this country under the auspices of Foresight or Horizon Scanning.   
4 (Sturgeon 1966). 

Arthur C. Clarke and the Communication Satellite 

To foreshadow a main thread of our argument, Clarke has noted 
(McAleer 1992:54) that his speculations concerning communication 
satellites may have been influenced by his colleague, George O. 
Smith, whose stories in Astounding Science Fictions, (later published 
as (Smith 1976)), envisaged a satellite in geosynchronous orbit around 
Venus serving as a communication relay station for Venus, Earth and 
Mars. 

Clarke’s article appeared 12 years before the Soviet Sputnik and 20 
years before Comsat, the first commercial communication technology.  
Although Clarke wryly claimed that his 1945 publication may have 
advanced communication satellite technology by about 15 minutes 
(McAleer, ibid), his article was noted by Robert P. Haviland, a US 
Navy reserve office, who wrote an internal memo for the US Navy 
advocating a manned space station.  Haviland later was recognized by 
the IEEE as life fellow for his contributions to satellite communications. 

Of course, the extent to which advance in satellite communications 
was prompted by Clarke’s article is a matter of speculation about a 
‘counter-factual,’ itself a SF trope giving rise to alternative history and 
other SF sub-genres.  The systematic examination of counter-factual 
scenarios is, however, an important methodology in economic history 
and innovation studies, see (Mokyr 1999) who also notes that the 
counterfactual is a major tools in mainstream historical study.  Using 
these methods, it has been argued that the publicly funded research in 
early satellite technologies generated substantial increases in social 
welfare by shortening the period of development, see (Teubal and 
Steinmueller 1982). 

Robert Merton, the leading 20th century sociologist claimed that 
‘multiples’ were the norm of scientific discovery (and by extension, 
technology and innovation).1  While not dismissing the role of genius in 
discovery or invention, Merton argued the cumulative nature of science 
(a feature which innovation also shares) contributed to possibilities 
being ‘in the air’ and thereby possible for many individuals of varying 
capacities and interests to see with varying degrees of precision and 
insight.  Merton also argued that science was permeated by social and 
cultural influence.  One of the several claims we make in this report is 
that science fiction contributes to the common ‘air’ which scientists and 
innovators breathe and thereby contributes to innovative processes. 
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As immediate evidence of connection between SF and science and technology innovation 

there are (i) the relatively rare examples of an SF technologies being more or less directly 

translated ‘into the real’ as technologies (such as the Arthur C. Clarke communication 

satellite example). There are also (ii) the far more numerous instances of fictional 

‘technologies’ that have influenced ways in which on-going technical or scientific 

initiatives/objectives are framed (for instance, the invisibility cloak of Hogwarts, invoked as a 

metaphor for work on invisibility/stealth technologies, or the exchange between visualization 

and fiction in synthetic biology and genomics). SF works (iii) have obviously inspired or 

launched particular innovation industries (e.g. Gibson and fellow authors’ portraits of 

cyberspace and its influence on the digital industries including the virtual community Second 

Life, the latter said to be inspired by Neal Stephenson’s Snow Crash).  SF works have also 

(iv) influenced certain groups disproportionately (operating within relevant sub-cultures as 

entry points/gatekeepers – for instance gendered hacker cultures). There are many SF works 

(v) influencing how science and technology are understood beyond specialist areas - how 

they are debated and judged in public - as in debates about nanotechnology that invoke Greg 

Bear’s Blood Music, surveillance controversies that recall George Orwell’s 1984, or cloning 

paradoxes that draw upon Kate Wilhelm’s Where Late the Sweet Birds Sang (Wilhelm 1976) 

or Marge Piercy’s, Body of Glass (Piercy 1991).  Finally, SF works may (vi) influence how 

science and technology are publically understood (e.g. Michael Crichton’s The Andromeda 

Strain (Crichton 1969) and the movie of the same name directed by Robert Wise or Steven 

Spielberg’s film Jurassic Park).    

It is important to note that the traffic between SF and science and technology innovation and 

innovation processes is two-way. Exploring the ways in which SF influences science, 

technology and innovation (STI) requires acknowledging – but also interrogating – what it 

means to say that STI influences science fiction.  This relationship might be taken as given.  

It is often presumed that science is ‘what SF is all about’ – along perhaps with caveat that it is 

also about ‘science in societies’ (e.g. utopias/dystopias). This view certainly had purchase in 

the early years of the establishment of the modern genre in the 1920s (see below). It is, 

however, less often articulated today. This is partly because the genre has expanded, its social 

and cultural focus has become more evident, and its appeal to ‘science’ or ‘technology’ more 

obviously diverse and varied in different works/genres/sub-genres/forms. Today the 

Science/Technology-SF relation has (once again) become the subject of fierce debate within 

SF itself. We explore some of these debates below.  But it is a useful starting point here to 



 

assert that – however they work - there are mutual forms of influence and even co-

constitution operating between science and science fiction.  

Acknowledging multi-directional influence, this report considers influence as a process of 

iteration, not unlike the iterative cycles that occur as inventions are transformed into 

innovations having broader societal influence through processes of ‘take up’ and 

domestication;5 and we note that within and through this process innovations may lose their 

apparently ‘technological’ specificity (see e.g. (Silverstone, Hirsch et al. 1992), (Hartmann 

2005)). We consider the pathways that link what is imagined (in fiction) to what is made (in 

the world) - as science or technology, and/or as sets of ‘real world’ attitudes, desires, and 

understandings, as well as asking how a changing and evolving world is, in turn, represented 

through allusions to works and artefacts of SF.  

We are asking: how do the various outputs produced within a particular genre of fiction, 

loosely defined as SF, but also including associated sub-genres, come to influence, inspire, 

initiate, or produce space to consider, ‘real world’ processes and real world developments?  

The following report, developing these arguments, is based on: 

• Synthesising a series of academic research approaches to SF and developing a new 

model. 

• The production of an SF and Innovation ‘Objects’ Database designed to explore the 

cyclic manner in which concepts might move between SF and innovation artefacts 

and practices over time. To build the database we selected a series of objects that have 

been key in SF productions across time and mapped their presence across a series of 

SF works in different genres, again over time. Objects chosen were selected to 

encompass a range of scales: from nano-level up to global systems, and included 

hardware and wetware. Some of the material was crowd-sourced. (see Appendix 1).  

• Loops: The database – and the principles used to develop it – were used to trace in 

more detail a series of loops in which fictional approaches to various problems could 

be seen to intersect with ‘real world’ innovation cycles. Of interest were convergences 

involving various forms of material transformation (e.g. in relation to the electronic 

book – a subset of the cloud), different agents (the writer and the concept for 

instance), and SF as a form of ‘routing around’ – where potential dead-ends are 

avoided through recourse to different lines of inquiry/imaginary developments. The 
                                                        
5 On the process of ‘take up’ or what social scientists call diffusion see (Rogers 1995) and on domestication of 
ICT technologies in use see (Silverstone 2006). 
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analysis of these loops and the database assembled are discussed in Appendix 2 of this 

report. 

• Web Crawls: Means to make indicative mapping of the relation between SF and other 

knowledge domains was the subject of experimentation. The aim was to build and 

operate a crawl tool to explore how web search and data visualization of results can 

contribute to understanding relations between SF and three sets of over-lapping fields 

– the fields of science and technology, fields constituted by variously expert 

audiences, and the fields constituting a ‘national’ public sphere. The method and 

results of the Web crawls are reported on in detail in Appendix 3. Work on the 

database informed the selection of searches using the web crawler tools.  

i. SF Connections in Academic Research 

The connections between SF and science and technology innovation have been explored 

across a series of academic disciplines. Notably:  

• Science and Technology Studies (STS): 

STS scholars have explored how fictional portrayals of science in films, books and television 

may cultivate and reinforce pre-existing public attitudes, (Kirby 2003). Various scholars in 

this tradition have also have taken a more radical (more strongly social-constructivist) view 

of influence, exploring how forms of science have been ‘made’ in public. The case is made 

that certain fields of development have themselves been partly been shaped through the 

mediating processes of various fictional representations – via SF films or texts (see e.g. 

(CESAGEN 2012) for work on genomics and cloning and in particular (O'Riordan 2010) on 

genomics, and (Haran, Kitzinger et al. 2007) on cloning).  

• Design: 

Designers have employed SF tropes as a means to develop forms of exploratory speculative 

design (Bleeker 2009) and have used SF productions to underpin various forms of speculative 

visualization. (See e.g. the recent Improving Reality conference in Brighton, UK, 2012, for a 

flavour of contemporary debates on the use of SF in design. This included work by SF writers 

Brian Aldiss and Warren Ellis, and designers including Usman Haque and Anab Jain). 

 

• Film and Literature: 



 

Literary and cinema scholars, exploring connections between the material conditions and the 

literary and visual productions of particular cultures (in relation to form as well as content), 

have considered SF and the various aesthetic techniques it prioritizes. Authors have 

considered these issues in relation to social critique/social utopia (e.g. (Jameson 2005)), in 

relation to desire, mood, and affect (the force of its visions) (e.g. (Kuhn 1990)), and as 

interpretation (what they might ‘mean’ - and for whom) (e.g. (Hills 2009)).    

• Cultural Studies: 

Scholars have explored SF in terms of the relationships between text and audience (in the 

tradition of Stuart Hall, e.g. (Hall 2009), and others) and in relation to audience and reader-

response questions, in relation to sub-cultural expertise and sub-cultural capital, see e.g. 

(Penley and Ross 1991), and in relation to narratives of science and technology and the 

domestication/acculturation of technology in everyday life.  

• SF Studies: 

The SF community (including academics, fans and fan-theorists, SF writers) has explored the 

relationship between fictional productions and real world science and technology, and has 

also taken this up as a central question in debates over what distinguishes or defines SF – 

even what qualifies as SF. Many in this community, regardless of their political orientation, 

see an appeal to science or technology, which itself produces a particular relation to the ‘real 

world’, as constitutive of the genre. The specific role of SF in predicting or influencing the 

world has also been addressed, e.g. (Westfahl, Yuen et al. 2011). 

• Cybercultural/New Media/Games studies: 

Work considering contemporary digital transformations has considered genres of SF in 

relation to new production processes (beta productions versus fictional pre-figurations), in 

relation to specific sets of technologies (e.g. ‘cyberspace’), and in relation to gaming as play 

and interaction rather than viewing or reading, e.g. (Stallabrass 1996), (Thornham 2011), 

(Kerr 2006). 

ii. An Outline of Influence 

The academic work is valuable and a yet a fuller conceptualization of processes of influence 

– and in particular one that draws on these various fields and attempts some form of synthesis 
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– is lacking.6 We draw on and add to this work to develop an outline of the distinct models of 

influence that SF appears to have on innovation. Our intention is to:  

(1) Consider what influence might be exerted. SF offers new perspectives, new scales, 

new frameworks, and new ideas. It produces spaces in which the imagination is 

liberated, challenged, and stimulated. In suggesting new objects and new practices, SF 

helps to produce new forms of desire or demand as well as re-articulating and giving 

innovative form to established ones.  

(2) Consider influence in relation to questions of form. How are SF films or TV 

programmes influential in a different way than literary or SF texts? The economics of 

production, which may have a bearing on this, are not centrally examined here, but 

are explored as they emerge as production values influencing texts. e.g. (i) What is the 

difference between the ‘influence’ of a Star Trek replicator, visualized on a long 

running and mainstream TV series, and the consumption of food in a highly 

elaborated future world, developed in a relatively literary and avant garde text that 

might claim to be Speculative7 fiction rather than Science fiction? And (ii) do the 

authors of literary texts, given the greater economic freedom offered by more modest 

audience numbers, have the freedom to produce less ‘conservative’ or ‘common 

denominator’ spaces in which science or technology can go further (where vision 

might extend further outside the box?)  If so, can their outputs (print or ebooks) 

produce visions as compelling as the interventions of ‘aliens’ on giant screen? 

(Consider for example the ecological messages of Avatar versus those of Amy 

Thomsons’ The Color of Distance (Thomson 1995) or those of He, She, It/Body of 

Glass (Piercy 1991), or even the Matrix series where humans have ‘darkened the sky’.  

(3) Consider influence by asking where (and on whom?) SF can operate influentially – in 

relation to which groups? The question is who (which group, which public) is 

influenced, in what ways, and where? Can we point to ways in which SF specifically 

appeals to, or cues a reading, that may be retrieved by particular innovation 

communities rather than by the general public? Some theories of transmodality 

looking at giant story universes would suggest the same text might simultaneously 

make - discrete - appeals to both groups (see. e.g. (Hills 2009)).  These appeals may 

                                                        
6 A useful work with a historical focus that covers some of the same territory as this report is (Brake and Hook 
2008). 
7 See Margaret Atwood’s recent comments on Speculative fiction. 



 

be programmed (designed-in) as an appeal to action, as in the case of utopias, or as 

dystopias that might be sought or averted ‘if only...’  

iii. Influence as a Translation Process 

Taking these aspects of influence as key, we consider influence as a translation process. A 

fiction can be seen in its entirety and also as having parts -- fictional objects, tropes (story 

mechanism and themes), descriptions of context or feelings.  Either in its entirety, or in parts, 

fiction travels into new contexts in the real world and also into other fictional realms.  This 

travel involves translations (re-contextualising, re-purposing, re-interpreting) and these 

translations lead to the work being materially transformed.  

For example, the trajectory may be from a fictional idea, to a fictional object, to a non-

fictional design visualization (and perhaps design implementation) that may give rise to a 

new fictional idea.  The transformation will have aesthetic features – and be format related, it 

will relate to scale, and to place and purpose (from domestic to industrial object, from 

military to social communication device). Transformation may also relate to ethical 

positioning (a bad object may become a good one - a trope born in a dystopia may become 

desirable - even utopian).  

These translations and transformations – the pathway or pathways that something fictional 

travels, and the ways in which it is transformed in the journey – are shaped by terrains that 

are crossed, and by the horizons of that terrain. Although this is not fully developed here, it is 

important to note that the terrains being crossed are not unaffected by this traffic; the traffic 

that they bear helps to constitute them.   

Developing an account of SF influence as translation/transformation requires a nuanced 

consideration of SF itself – including identifying the genres, and the sub-genres that the field 

contains, and asking why and how the boundaries of SF are contested, and by whom.  

Influence (the pathways influence takes) is also taken to be a consequence of the aesthetic 

impacts of different forms of SF expression – hence how SF as text and as audiovisual output 

(film, TV, game) are considered. This is undertaken in formal terms (we consider texts of 

various kinds) – and one of our questions is how SF organizes – represents, describes, puts 

into play, particular kinds of ‘science’.    

Finally, we also consider form not only ‘for itself’ but in order to consider the appeal various 

forms of SF make to different audiences.  The intention is to understand how the genres of SF 

connect or appeal in specific ways to innovation ‘communities’ or individuals and to more 
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general publics.  An SF production may be re-configured within the awareness of the general 

public (where questions of public knowledge of science, but also shared or consensual 

approaches to ethical questions come into play), or within the more specialized spheres (the 

fields of science and technology), or within particular sub-cultural spheres (sub-cultural 

fields, gendered groups). Each of these publics might respond to the appeal of an SF text, or 

find it appealing for specific reasons and may take something different from the text, or make 

it meaningful differently. Issues of reader/viewer reception are explored with reference to 

accounts of social construction of technology (STS) and to the tradition of anthropological 

studies exploring media consumption and technological innovation in everyday life – as a 

process of acculturation or domestication. The processes of collective invention and 

imagination that produce genre operate in a material – as well as symbolic - form.  

This enables us to understand how various SF outputs – and the latter might define whole 

works or elements within them - operate differently as elements in pathways through which 

innovation may be sparked, undertaken, and enabled.  

This approach allows us to propose a means of accounting for influence. This takes the form 

of: 

• An initial theorization of the nature of influence (this report). Our suggestion is that 

(i) the specificities of the SF genre (examined in Section II.i.), (ii) the aesthetics of 

form/format within the SF genre (examined in Section II.ii), and (iii) the ways in 

which audiences appropriate and influence SF (examined in Section II.iii), intersect 

with innovation contexts, practices and pathways identified throughout this report.  

 

• A series of indicative mappings or loops: These, based and extending from  material 

gathered in the database, trace out the process model of transformation outlined 

above. The traces evidence various ways in which specific engagements between 

fictional and ‘real world’ developments have taken place. They point to the 

particular material forms these engagements can pass through. They indicate both 

indirect and direct pathways. They show how blind alleys may be reached and 

recourse made to SF for ‘re-booting’ purposes. They suggest how influence may be 

more or less direct, diffuse, partial, or nominal and operate at the level of a concept, 

a meme, a term, a series of ideas, a current, or a converging model. The current 

‘destination’ or final form of the mapped objects indicates ways in which SF has 



 

been, or may be, influential across fields of science and technology that are more or 

less ‘in development’, mature, or in gestation.  

 

• Experimental crawls showed how influence travels – at least within the circuits of 

the Internet that involve bridging (linkages) or mediation (brokerage or re-

presentation).  Such circuits include Twitter and other social media as well as 

World Wide Web sites and pages. Visualizations suggested the density of 

connections ‘out’ from SF sources, and also the role of key mediation ‘hubs’ and 

exchange centres: sites where SF and science and technology ‘proper’ already exist 

and are discussed together on common grounds.  

The database, and the development of loops that essentially draw on and extrapolate further 

connections established through the original collection of elements, and the experimental web 

craws can each be considered as elements of a methodology designed to interrogate aspects 

of the general model of influence as transformation set out above (and further elaborated 

below).  Each approach tested and enabled development of different facet of our theory of 

influence. Thus the database established our opening thesis – that there is a relationship 

between science fiction and science in the world. The loops enabled exploration of the non-

linear, complex, partial and recursive, nature of this relationship, as well as demonstrating the 

material transformations of an idea or of a concept, as it travelled over time. Finally, the 

crawls – also setting out to map traffic – but this time at different scales - began to investigate 

the uneven density of connections between various spheres. They also began to indicate the 

important shaping force of various intermediaries, emerging not only as key in processes of 

initial reception but also as significant agents in shaping (even co-constituting) and 

forwarding SF ideas and concepts.  

The report, the mappings and the visualization experiments, a concept-model enabling 

consideration of textual force, a set of connections indicating how different texts might fare 

in the world, and a crawl tool enabling a focus on horizons of active reception, thus bind 

together to return us finally to the inescapable mutuality with which we began:  SF influences 

science and vice versa. These are multi-directional and on-going pathways and we suggest 

that this has important implications for those considering Foresight, horizon scanning, 

questions of the acculturation of young people to STEM subjects, the relations between 

humanities and science and technology, and the broader public understanding of science and 

participation in the governance of science and technology.  
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II. Elements of a transformational model 

As indicated in the previous section, accounting for SF influence as 

translation/transformation involves a consideration of (i) the nature and evolution of genre, 

(ii) the effect of different forms of expression on the audience, and (iii) the ways in which SF 

may appeal to and be appropriated by its various audiences. These three elements constitute 

our transformational model of SF. 

i. The Nature of SF as Genre: Fiction is Not Fact – Not even when it is Science Fiction 

What makes SF accounts different from non-fiction? Three defining features of fiction 

concern poetic language, story telling and attention to aesthetic form. The fourth, combining 

the three others, concerns the imaginative force the work brings to bear on the world it 

creates, and - if we understand culture as a part of social relations – the way in which this 

newly-created world references, reflects upon, and re-works or re-invents the real world or 

expands its horizons.  

To get a grip on how SF is influential requires recognition that SF is different from 

‘discussions of science’ in general. This isn’t only because SF (fiction in general) is 

‘inaccurate’ or ‘made up’ or ‘orientated towards an unachievable future’; so is much of the 

marketing literature of high tech companies. Fabulation is central to fiction as a work of the 

imagination, but the imagination works in the world and works to produce its own world. 

And, whether this is achieved through poetic language or audio-visual representations, fiction 

makes certain claims, has certain real effects, and impacts. It may be said to make certain 

kinds of truth claims.  

The issue is how what is ‘made in fiction’, which in the case of SF relates very specifically to 

the making of new worlds, or to re-thinking of existing ones (at the level of form and 

content), relates to ‘what is made’ or ‘what might be made’ in science and technology. And 

in both science and technology ‘truths’ are validated – and valued - very differently.  

If SF fiction influences the making of science and technology this isn’t because it stumbles 

upon scientific ‘truths’ (construction by other means) either accidentally or serendipitously, 

or even knowingly (e.g. scientists using SF scenarios as puzzle cases). Its effects are 

different. SF is different from non-fiction about science (e.g. visualization designed 

specifically to explore a particular market driven idea of a possible future form of life, or 

lists, reports, databases). This is not a form of writing in which non-fictional spoils, found as 



 

‘treasure’, may be harvested. Such an analysis would limit any understanding of SF influence 

and also misunderstands what makes SF distinctive.   

SF isn’t simply a fictional field from which gobbets of ‘real science’ or ‘real technology’, 

growing there in seed form, may be ripped, more or less whole. This may be disappointing 

for those seeking to find in SF a means to reduce the uncertainty of innovation. As a resource 

for innovation, after all, this would come extremely cheap at the point of use (not the cost of 

a lab, or R&D, nor even the cost of a film production, but the cost of the DVD or novel). It 

would also be extremely limited. What is interesting about SF – as a world maker – is 

precisely that it does not deliver on what is already predicted and expected. Fiction – even 

poetic language – breaks as well as makes worlds. And metaphor innovates by lying. 

Consider William Gibson’s recent remarks in Wired magazine, (Dayal 2012). Gibson’s novel 

Neuromancer (Gibson 1984) contains the famous description of cyberspace as a ‘consensual 

hallucination’ - widely regarded as foundational element of the internet – if not of its 

technologies then of its development as a cultural form.  Gibson points out that, compared to 

‘real world’ cyberspace, his version was largely wrong. That hasn’t stopped the term, and the 

association, proliferating: there are hundreds of thousands of citations on Google, for 

instance. The point is that the relationship between real world virtualities and fictional 

cyberspace is a matter of influence rather than information, and that influence concerns 

questions of co-constitution rather than original invention, and might be thought about in 

terms of emotion (inspiration and desire for instance) and affective force as well as in relation 

to knowledge (how it is suggestive of possibilities for technical development for instance). 

Moreover, fictional influence, where precise information is not the issue, operates at various 

collective levels.  It can become part of public or shared conceptions of science and 

technology or part of particular expert communities through mediation, by being represented 

and discussed.  

Influence is thus complex, indirect, partial, though powerful, and challenging to quantify – or 

rather quantification can never tell the whole story. Cyberspace links may be tracked (see our 

experiments) or searched (e.g. on Google); such efforts point to influence but do not get at 

the nature of Neuromancer’s influence, or the nature of cyberspace’s real force as a fictional 

construct. 

As a genre, SF produces a space for considering alternative realities, for exploring new 

worlds, for considering how things might be different. All of these are extant definitions and 
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get at something central to SF - which is its world-making ability. But something else central 

to SF, operating alongside its ability to make new worlds, is its relation to this one. (Suvin 

1988) is well known for arguing that what distinguishes SF from other (literary or fictional) 

forms is that it, by definition, cannot exist as an isolated object, but is always social8. For 

Suvin, this relates to ideology or social power – as he put it, there is a ‘crucial interface 

between the text and our common world of ideologies and bodies,’ (Suvin 1988).  However, 

it can also be thought about in relation to material formations. Beyond these two key 

characteristics it is notoriously difficult to pin down SF specifics; the veteran SF author Brian 

Aldiss is not alone in declaring that ‘any definition of science fiction lacks something’ 

(Aldiss 1973:3)9. (Luckhurst 2005:243-4) argues that the genre has always been ‘a mixed, 

hybrid, bastard form in a process of constant change’ partly because it is also marked by ‘true 

diversity and unflagging energy of invention’.  Michael (Michael 2002:372) argues, 

somewhat along the same lines, that the definition difficulty exposes a certain internal 

contradiction: SF is at once ‘serious and ludicrous, trustworthy and incredible, scientific and 

fictional’.  

Genre 1.0: Origins of SF 

 

“I call myself an old-timer only because I started reading science fiction 

in 1929.  Now this was only three years after Hugo Gernsback had 

inaugurated what is known to all True Believers as the Age of Science 

Fiction. … In the next few years a group of notable youngsters gathered 

about the magazine [Amazing Stories], and about a few more like it 

(Wonder Stories, Astounding Stories) that arose in Amazing’s wake.  

That group made up the first science fiction fans. The typical science 

fiction fan was an early teen-ager or even a pre-teener who worshiped 

science the way almost all his peers worshipped baseball.  He dreamed 

of rocket ships and new electronic marvels as others dreamed of home 

runs and double-plays. And where his comrades shot cattle-rustlers with 

vigor, he himself blasted down the treacherous, be-tentacled monsters of 

                                                        
8 This definition is not meant to imply that other literary forms do not in the end relate to the social world. In 
other cases however this connection might be more ‘unconscious’ (see Jameson on the political unconscious for 
instance, (Jameson 1981)). 
9 It is often claimed that the principle of recognition – I know it when I see it - is more functional than formal 
definitions dividing SF from other genres – although this might rely on style or specific contents in 
disproportionate ways. 



 

Ganymede. At the start, we (myself and the others) had very little 

company in our specialized reveries.  You can imagine the laughter to 

which we were subjected when sensible, hard-headed, practical, every-

day people discovered we were reading crazy stories about atomic 

bombs, television, guided missiles, and rockets to the moon. All this 

was obvious crackpotism that could never come to pass, you see.” 

Isaac Asimov (1920-1992)10. 

 

“Some SF writers decided a while ago that true SF can only be based on 

the so-called hard sciences—astronomy, physics, chemistry, 

engineering, computer science, and so on. The word “hard” brings some 

gender luggage along with it. And sure enough, these guys find stories 

based on the “soft,” or social, sciences to be a debased and squashy 

form of the genre. They see it as chick lit for geeks. So, OK. If anybody 

wants to build a ghetto inside the ghetto and live there, fine with me.” 

Ursula Le Guin (1929 - )11.. 

 

Industrial society created the material of SF, the means of its production, the means through 

which it could become a mass form – and it also created a literate audience (Franklin 2009). 

It is commonly asserted that the term SF was coined by Hugo Gernsback whose Amazing 

Stories founded in 1926 was the first magazine to be devoted to what he called 

‘scientifiction.’ The Gernsback era was enabled by innovations in the manufacture of paper12 

allowing paper to become less expensive than the dominant mechanical wood pulping 

technology of the 19th century.13 

The earlier history SF is also bound up with the economics of print publishing (this time 

mechanical pulping) – and also with the rise of the novel. For example, an element of Jules 

Verne’s (1828-1905) popularity can be attributed to the fact that the emergence of his work 

coincided with the establishment of cheap bookstalls and later, the falling costs of paper and 

printing towards the end of the 19th century.   
                                                        
10 (Asimov 2000:x-xi). 
11 (Lafreniere 2009). 
12 This was the use of a sulphite (chemical) process to separate cellulose fibres. 
13 The sulphite process was, in turn, overtaken by the Kraft process during the 1940s which produced stronger 
and more durable papers.  Thus, in Gernsback’s era, the paper employed was both cheaper and less durable than 
that previously used, and inferior to the papers that would later be produced by the Kraft process. 
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As (Luckhurst 2005) argues, in addition to mass literacy and print industry vectors, the 

emergence of the genre was shaped by a new coherent ideology developing out of the nascent 

profession of science itself, and the manner in which industry and everyday experiences were 

being transformed by machines.14 Industrialization and automation itself, in other words, was 

the original material of SF.  

The creation of outlets for SF publication is an apt illustration of the pathways generally 

involved in innovation development. As late as 1952 SF had yet to find a major publisher for 

book length manuscripts and small publishers like Gnome Press and Fantasy Press were, for 

the growing community of SF authors, the only alternative.15  In the subsequent 60 years, 

beginning with the establishment of Gollancz in the UK16 and Ace Books in the US, SF in 

English-speaking countries has become a major literary and cinematic form - a pattern that in 

the study of innovation is familiar as one of innovation diffusion (the increasing adoption of a 

novelty and the commercial and institutional articulation that follows from the enlarging 

market accompanying this process).17  Reflecting the industrial origins of the SF industry, a 

series of influential critics, e.g. (Jameson 2005:284), locate the birth of the modern genre in 

the work of H.G. Wells (1866-1946), whose writing represents a specific moment in the 

industrialization/automation of society (and was on this basis criticized by those attacking 

mass society – notably F.R. Leavis, notorious for his attacks on Wellsian ideas in the Two 

Cultures debate of the early 1960s, (Leavis 1962)).  

Following the initial ‘pulp era’ in which Gernsback played a central role, SF then entered into 

a period known as the ‘Golden Age18’ (1938-1946). During this period the genre was known 

for ‘hard SF’ with its appeal to and use of actually existing science as it was then emerging. 

Its readers, much as Asimov suggests in the opening epigram, were evolving into a member’s 

only subgenre where only those who knew how to read SF could either gain pleasure from it, 

or take meaning from it. The argument went that to appreciate SF not only required a 

knowledge of what one was reading but also sufficient prior scientific and technological 

knowledge to engage with the invented realities.  Examples of this engagement might involve 

                                                        
14 The theme of cultural transformation in the presence of radical technological change is also developed in 
(Marvin 1988). 
15 (McAleer 1992:78). 
16 Established in 1961, Gollancz first book was Kingsley Amis’ New Maps of Hell (Amis 1961), followed soon 
after by Arthur C. Clarke’s A Fall of Moondust (Clarke 1961) and J. G. Ballard’s Drowned World (Ballard 
1962). 
17 (Rogers 1995). 
18 By the 1950s science fiction had moved to general publishing, reaching libraries and a larger general public.  



 

a struggle for technological solutions to a crisis19 or the solving of a mystery using scientific 

knowledge.20 

During the ‘Golden Age’ and in the sub-genre of ‘hard’ SF that emerged from this original 

period and continues to the present, the linkage between science and SF was facilitated by 

prominent authors who had originally trained in the sciences before moving to writing 

professionally, including Robert Heinlein, Fred Hoyle, Isaac Asimov, Hal Clement, Arthur C. 

Clarke and Larry Niven. These and other authors in this sub-genre displayed varying degrees 

of commitment to the ‘rules’ of the hard SF sub-genre. Some, such as Clarke, frequently 

crossed over between literary pursuits and the popularization or promotion of science. Others 

notably Hoyle, remained first of all scientists.  

There was also crossover the other way. Of note are attempts to read science 

‘anthropologically’ – see C.P. Snow’s Strangers and Brothers series and especially The New 

Men (Snow 1954), – which signals new understandings of the production of science and 

technology as ‘science-in-action’ (see (Hultberg 1997)). Two other tendencies are also 

important. They are; (i), a standardization of vocabulary – both words and concepts. This 

provided a bridge between mainstream and SF genres and between science and SF (in the 

latter case see e.g. the early references to artificial muscles in Martin Caiden’s Cyborg, 

(Caidin 1972) or the much earlier description of telemedicine in E. M. Forster’s The Machine 

Stops (Forster 1909). And (ii); the erosion of SF’s traditional boundaries. Here works such as 

Huxley’s Brave New World (Huxley 1932), and Orwell’s 1984 (Orwell 1949) are significant. 

Both contained material that at once conformed to, defined, and developed the genre, but 

were also genre-defying. Thus Brave New World featured many ‘new’ technologies (soma, 

contraception, subliminal learning, feelies) but was nonetheless understood as a ‘literary’ (as 

much as an SF) endeavour. By contrast, there is very little ‘innovation’ in Orwell’s 1984, 

which simply extends existing technology of surveillance and ‘brainwashing’ and couples 

this with a totalitarian control of the media, but which is certainly read as an SF novel. Both 

these works added to the volume of SF that was, even early on, read far ‘beyond’ the 

audiences supposedly corralled under the SF label. And both are examples of how some of 

SF’s most famous productions have defied what many preoccupied with such things would 

declare to be qualifying tropes. 
                                                        
19 In Arthur C. Clarke’s A Fall of Moondust (Clarke 1961) a ‘moonquake’ buries a transport vehicle under the 
lunar surface creating a series of technological problems for its rescue posed by the extra-terrestrial 
environment. 
20 In Hal Clement’s Uncommon Sense (1945), planetary explorers discover that they might mend their ship 
using the molten metal blood of the local life forms.   
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By the 1960s, television and film had certainly widened the appeal of the genre and expanded 

its audience. As SF became adapted for these new media in the 1960s what you needed to 

know to understand or be entertained by SF became more widespread and the genre itself 

became more accessible. This does not mean narrower reading/writing circles did not persist: 

there are today, for instance, a number of SF writers who consciously deploy their science 

knowledge in their SF works, sometime as ‘Easter eggs’ for expert readers in stories that are 

also capable of appealing to a more mainstream audience. Contemporary examples include 

Charles Stross21, a programmer, or Rudy Rucker22, a computer scientist with a special interest 

in intelligent automata, both of whom suggest some of the mechanics of artificial intelligence 

in their speculations about the emergence of self-governing robotic societies.  

Whilst the pulp era, the Golden Age and the ‘hard’ SF tradition that followed from it are 

distinctive in the primacy they attribute to the scientific and technological elements of their 

stories, work that followed in the New Wave23 involved a different set of crossovers between 

human technologies and human experience. This was marked by a sense of transformation of 

consciousness itself at the hands of technology. This now familiar sensibility, also familiar in 

accounts of post or late modernity, e.g. (Jameson 1984), was described by Norman Spinrad in 

1976: 

In the last half of the 20th century, technological innovations, alternations in 

man’s external environment, have proceeded at an ever-accelerating rate.  

The result has been rapid and fissioning evolution in human consciousness 

itself, for consciousness is the interface between internal and external 

realities. We have entered a state of permanent and on-going transformational 

evolution.  Our consciousness and our technological environment have 

entered in a feedback relationship which virtually guarantees permanent on-

going evolution of human consciousness. (Spinrad 1976:67) 

The re-emergence of the central literary themes of the interior life of literary characters, their 

reactions to the circumstance of their lives and their search for meaning and identity re-

shaped SF in ways that made the iterations and passages between human and technological 

and between successive generations of imagination and instantiation more central, greatly 

enlarging inclusiveness of SF to readers whose direct interests in scientific and technological 

                                                        
21 Stross has published 20 novels to date including (Stross 2004; Stross 2005; Stross 2008). 
22 Rucker has published 18 novels to date include (Rucker 1982; Rucker 1994; Rucker 2007). 
23 The new wave is strongly identified with British SF writers although Frank Herbert’s Dune (Herbert 1965) 
was explored similar themes of technological and environmental influence on consciousness. 



 

were often secondary. Not unsurprisingly this is also where feminist SF writing – 

interrogating questions of sex and gender identity and social power - made an incisive 

intervention.  

Genre Today: Science, Magic, Fantasy?  

 

“Science fiction is a special way of regarding the world.  Science fiction 

writers treat with people, things and events in terms of possible 

consequences. In the Middle Ages, we might have been theologians, and 

probably would have been burned as heretics. I profess science fiction, and 

I am probably a lot happier than I would have been in the Middle Ages 

even if I didn’t get caught in the wrong speculation. We have nicer 

bathrooms.  I wonder whether anyone foresaw them, back then?” 

Roger Zelazny (1937-1995).24 

Other debates arise around the origins of SF – and these relate not to its formation in the 20th 

Century, but its earlier roots. These produce a different set of resources to consider 

contemporary SF and to look at its influence. In particular debates around historical origins 

are useful in highlighting tensions in contemporary definitions of what constitutes SF – and 

what might define its sub-genres or its boundaries.   

Brian Aldiss is among those who, whilst recognizing in the 1920s a moment of crystallization 

or transformation, also sees the question of SF origin as being linked to the identity of the 

genre.  He suggests SF finds its origins in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, the Gothic novel, 

and in the English Romantic movement. Combining social criticism with emergent scientific 

ideas, Shelley was able, in Frankenstein, to explore an ‘enlarged vision of time’ whilst 

updating classical myths such as Faust, with ‘science replacing supernatural machinery’25 - or 

magic. The question of ‘science’ or ‘magic’, but also the centrality of ‘science’ to the project 

of the work is key to current debates around the distinctions between SF and Fantasy and SF 

and speculative fiction, a term recently given renewed currency by the Canadian author 

Margaret Atwood (see (Atwood 2011)) – who wishes vehemently not to be an ‘Science 

Fiction’ writer.   

                                                        
24 (Perret 1984). 
25 Aldiss also identifies ur-science fiction – that which was written before the genre was invented, including 
Dante’s Inferno and Moby Dick.  Others refer to these works as ‘proto-science fiction,’ (Aldiss 1973). 
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These debates have relevance to the influence of SF in three ways:  

(1) They provoke consideration of SF in terms not of ‘what it is’, nor of ‘what science 

it refers to’, but rather in terms of ‘how it works’. 

(2) They suggest more nuanced ways to understand how SF and its sub-genres relate 

to, rely on, and make connections with, ‘real world’ science or technology.  

(3) They produce pointers to understanding how particular articulations of the 

fictional/real-world relation (modes of realism for instance) make different SF 

texts/films compelling or powerful; and suggest why they might come to be 

influential in the circuits of scientific and technical innovation and in the public 

debates with which we are concerned.    

Key here is the work of Darko Suvin and of particular note is his account of cognitive 

estrangement. Suvin argues that, through the imaginative frameworks it builds, SF jolts us 

out of our ‘empirical environment’26. In other words SF makes the world strange to us and 

gives us a new perspective on its operations. It is not about images of the future, but on the 

contrary, ‘defamiliarises and restructures our own experience of our own present’ (Jameson 

2005:286). A different way of putting this perhaps, is to say SF engages with the world in 

which we live – which we may wish to critique, improve upon, or work within.  

Suvin’s concept of estrangement is disputed, but also has much purchase, in SF circles. It is 

twinned with another concept, that of ‘epistemological gravity’. Essentially this says that the 

worlds SF builds gain their authority, or have a certain seriousness, because (i) they appeal to 

apparently plausible forms of science and (ii) with these forms of possible science they build 

internally coherent worlds (if FTL (faster than light travel) works this way, this will happen). 

‘Epistemological gravity’, a form of realism, thus allows the ‘tug’ and grounding of the real 

into the space of the unreal world.   

SF stories that exploit ‘epistemological gravity’ employ a ‘disruptive’ assumption (e.g. the 

‘stasis field’ of Vernor Vinge’s The Peace War (Vinge 1984)), mirroring the disruptive 

character of radical technological change that has actually been experienced (e.g. electrical 

circuits the size of cell).  These disruptions may bode well, or produce destruction, but their 

‘working through’ comes to be central to the arc of the story. They range from the familiar, 

e.g. the pandemic (George Stewart’s Earth Abides (Stewart 1949) or Rupert Wyatt’s Rise of 

                                                        
26 These debates draw substantively on Brecht’s development of the Verfremdungseffekt (alienation effect) in 
theatre. For a discussion, see (Jameson 1998). 



 

the Planet of the Apes) to the exotic; (David Brin’s Uplift series27 which raises the 

intelligence of cetaceans and apes to that of humans, or Vernor Vinge’s Peace War (Vinge 

1984) where the invention of a stasis field for enclosing nuclear weapons becomes a one way 

ticket to the distant future). 

The gravity (or weight of the SF vision), that is said to occur because it takes science 

seriously has been used to draw a distinction between SF and another popular – and currently 

booming sub-genre – that of Fantasy.  These distinctions may also be made with regard to 

sub-genres associated with Fantasy with labels such as Weird, New Weird, Steampunk, or 

Alternative History. Fantasy may offer forms of estrangement through the creation of new 

worlds, but most often achieve estrangement through recourse to the irrational rather than 

through scientific realism. This may lead to the accusation that Fantasy is more remote from 

processes of innovation, because Fantasy is based on ‘magic’.  

The crux of the fierce disputes around ‘epistemological gravity’ is found here – and these are 

worth rehearsing because they are highly relevant to our study.  

At issue is first, the distinction between science and magic, which is not as absolute some 

take it be; at least in terms of cultural comprehension. This has long been recognized in 

sciences and arts discourses (compare Arthur C. Clarke’s observation that ‘Any sufficiently 

advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic’ with J. B. S. Haldane’s observation 

‘The Universe is not only queerer than we suppose, but queerer than we can suppose’)28.  Our 

own age’s fascination with science and technology focuses our attention on its 

instrumentality; how it affects the world in which we live.  Yet this same world is one in 

which individuals may be seen and heard conversing with others not present using ever less 

visible mobile communication devices, where walls talk and Buckingham palace - and other 

monumental structures - occasionally are clothed with coloured images of people and things. 

The point is that it is largely a matter of perspective (and perhaps relatively small 

technological gaps) whether the technological intermediaries responsible for these effects are 

understood, appear invisible, and/or go without notice – and in the latter two cases the effects 

may be ‘taken as’ ‘magical’ at least as much as they are understood as ‘technological’. 

The second issue arising here concerns the validity of the distinction between ‘science’ and 

‘magic’ as they are invoked in SF.  
                                                        
27 A six novel series beginning with (Brin 1980) and ending (so far) with (Brin 1998). 
28 ‘Fantasy’ works may suggest the existence of a biological technology without discussing its origins or 
mechanisms outside the frame of reference while science fiction often employs bio- or nano-technological 
features without attempting to explain how they operate. 
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The well-known Fantasy/new weird writer and legal theorist China Miéville (Miéville 2009) 

argues that it is not only Fantasy that works with magic and not science. SF itself – claiming 

to be orientated towards science is in fact using it to work ‘magic’. That is, SF work does not 

gain its authority because the science it draws upon is accurate (and this is rarely how an SF 

book is judged), but because it makes a convincing appeal to science to persuade its readers 

of its seriousness. Pictures of science and technology make the account proffered, the world 

produced, compelling; give it some heft, some weight, some gravity. On this basis, Miéville  

has argued, SF’s ‘science’ is no more ‘real’ than Fantasy’s ‘magic’; it only appears to be. 

That is SF offers a different form of (fictional) realism from Fantasy. Neither the reader nor 

the writer finds cognitive logic in the text – the point is that they are persuaded to behave as 

though they do.  

For Miéville this means Fantasy as well as SF may be viewed as having radical intent. It also 

means any understanding of how SF might influence science and technology innovation has 

to be based on the ways it persuades (Miéville 2009:236) or on imaginative persuasion 

(which might be undertaken through an appeal to realism), rather than on what we might term 

visualization – actualized descriptions of real science. At issue is how this process of 

persuasion is undertaken (how it may be created, what aesthetic tactics it might employ); how 

it might operate differently in relation to different SF genres and forms; and how it operates 

in relation to specific groups of readers/viewers– who may reconfigure what is offered to 

them within the horizons of their own expectations and situations. It is through this system of 

filters and intermediating processes that SF, broadly conceived (and we can include Fantasy 

within it), gains its capabilities to influence social and technological developments. 

Genres and Genre Development within SF  

Fierce debates over classification and inclusion take place in the academy and amongst 

writers. However as noted, genre does not inhere only in texts, but is also made in the 

world.29 Sub-genres within SF are partly forged through readerships, and through the way 

reading is organized, for instance by publishers and film-makers, by book ‘shops’ (e.g. the 

recommendations that Amazon creates from a user’s browsing or purchase behaviour), fan 

club discussions and commendations, interest sites and the maze of the conferences and 

                                                        
29 The dominance of the English language in SF continues to be a feature of the genre.  At the same time, 
however, SF is an international phenomenon with few languages unrepresented in the body of short stories and 
fiction.  (Ferreira 2011) provides one useful comparative perspective by analysing the emergence of cultural 
identity in SF in the case of Latin America. 



 

convocations (on-line and off-line) by which fans meet the makers of their desire and each 

other.  

Genre itself, and its on-going maintenance, crystallizes out of the relations between these 

groups. It is created through their reading and viewing, their sharing of the reading and 

viewing experience with others and how this feeds into the political economy of content 

distribution, as well as being defined ‘from above’, ‘from within’ and by an author’s 

designation.  

The SF genres set out below contribute to our analysis of the effects of SF on innovation and 

were defined to capture features of SF literature that are useful for this analysis.30 A first 

feature is that the genres and the labels represent distinctions that are discussed in SF circles.  

A second feature signals political and philosophical stances (e.g. utopia/dystopia), and, 

simultaneously identifications that are used in identifying the ‘type’ or ‘group’ of SF that a 

particular work can be identified with for the purposes of marketing and eliciting reader 

interest – e.g. hard science fiction, space opera or steampunk. Genres are also defined in 

opposition to what Miéville and others call ‘Lit Fic’ or the mainstream literary novel.31  

Figure 1 Illustrative Genres in SF 

                                                        
30 This does not represent an effort to enter the often partisan disputes by which some texts are considered 
‘outside the boundaries’ of SF, but rather indicates how particular ideas as well as real and imagined artefacts 
may spread across different forms of SF.  The one exception is that the following analysis does make very 
peripheral a sub-genre which draws upon both Fantasy and hard science fiction that is organised around ‘horror’ 
where the principal appeal is to the macabre, fright, or revulsion.  We have found little to suggest that horror is 
taken up in the cycles of desire and instantiation that underpin our interpretation of influence in this report. 
31 We note, however, that one may take all of literature to be SF, since it is an inevitable feature of any story that 
it makes assumptions about the nature of physical reality, causation, and so forth. While these assumptions are 
questioned or challenged explicitly in SF, they may be implicitly challenged in any story. 
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The figure above summarises a number of developments that have taken place in the 

development of SF. 

Fable: Whilst the origins of contemporary science fiction and Fantasy may be said to derive 

from myths, legends and fables, SF has the particular distinction of engaging with the 

increasing perception of science and technology as novel enterprises of the mind, extending 

beyond the realms of philosophy and storytelling. The scientific romances of Mary Shelley 

(or more recent golems see e.g. (Piercy 1991) and (Miéville 2004)) or Jules Verne, whilst 

drawing upon the legends of golems and Homeric quests, engage in translation rather than 

retelling.  Fantasy has more distant origins in the myths, fables and legends that antedate 

literature and may still be found in pre-literate cultures and more often seeks to resurrect the 

force of these earlier expressions into the modern world.   

Pre-New Wave: Three distinct pre-New Wave subgenres can be distinguished in the hard SF 

era. The Gernsback version, including works by Gernsback, and appearing in the Golden 

Age; the works associated with John W. Campbell (Both Gernsback and John W. Campbell, 

the dominant editor succeeding Gernsback, were Schumpeterian entrepreneurs – driven by 

their visions of literary and business innovation and seeking to mould the world to their 

thinking. Each was able to exert a strong influence because of the dominance of the 



 

publishing outlet which they controlled, the most important of the SF magazines or pulps); 

and the late 1950s work of three major authors Arthur C. Clarke, Robert Heinlein and Isaac 

Asimov, emerging when the audience has become able to support a full length novel market.  

New Wave: Emerging in the 1960s and reflecting social transformation, the role of science 

and technology in the ‘atomic age’. It captured both optimism (around technological change 

and the ‘white heat’ of innovation) and anger around the failure to transform innovation from 

a war footing. Britain was an important locus for the New Wave – particularly in relation to 

writers seeking to create works that were more socially critical and politically engaged.  

Some of them were also engaged with the increasing ferment of experimentation initially 

reflected in works such as William S. Burroughs and then later in the consciousness 

expansion or ‘inner space’ experiences that characterised the 60s and 70s.  English authors 

Brian Aldiss, J. G. Ballard and Charles Platt and the American, Thomas M. Disch are 

influential here. The British magazine New Worlds, edited by Michael Moorcock (1964-1971 

and 1976- 1996), provided a point of reference for these and many other authors. 

Fantasy: Fantasy, that part of the speculative fiction literature that was often defined by its 

detachment from science and technology and its attachment to magic. From its origins in 

myths and fables, concerned with the human condition. Earlier generations of Fantasy can be 

distinguished by how relations and connections, figurative or literal, with our own world are 

organized. (For one instance of this consider Tolkien-style fantasies that, whilst operating in 

entirely other worlds, encourage the consideration of those elements that appear invariant – 

what remains ‘true’ or ‘authentic’ despite the exotic setting).   

The New Wave influenced Fantasy by calling into question the purity of virtue and the 

absoluteness of evil, muddying romantic ideals with a grit and ambiguity that made even the 

more distant worlds a less idealised mirror of our own.  In so doing, Fantasy moved toward 

the emerging new sub-genres of SF, sometimes distinguished only by the costumes of the 

characters – armour signalling Fantasy and space suits signalling SF. These shifts produced 

fertile territory between the sub-genres with many authors, among them, Ursula Le Guin, 

Roger Zelazny, Terry Pratchett, and George R. R. Martin, entering from SF, while some 

Fantasy authors, such as Stephen R. Donaldson entered into Science Fiction from Fantasy.  

These transits suggest that Fantasy is seen by its authors as a means to engage with human 

themes in which the technology need not observe the conventions of contemporary science  
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Post-New Wave era Fantasy can be seen as having developed along several different lines 

with illustrative examples being the ‘all ages’ Fantasy of Rowling and Pullman as contrasted 

with the more adult content of George R. Martin or Robert Jordan. Intermediate between 

these two sub-genres is a class of fantasies that is more satirical or whimsical in nature; the 

works of Terry Pratchett or some of Neil Gaiman’s productions.  

Fantasy has been important as a source of innovation in computer games with the desire to 

inhabit the spaces depicted in Fantasy literature being realised in both standalone and online 

interactive games (e.g. MMORPGs, massively multiplayer online role playing games).32 

Fantasy literature has often been fairly directly transported into gaming worlds (e.g. 

Hogwarts Online), which often employ a variety of the tropes, features and mechanisms that 

appear in Fantasy literature (e.g. World of Warcraft). 

Contemporary sub-genres:  

The New Wave initiated a continuing process by which SF genres are defined in relation to 

particular social themes or statements of principle.  Examples of these sub-genres in SF 

include: 

• ‘Mundane SF,’ based on a statement of principle by Geoff Ryman that science 

fiction should avoid a long list of tropes for which there is no evidence (e.g. faster 

than light travel, aliens, alternative universes) and focus on imagination of futures 

based on plausible human action. 

 

• ‘Cyberpunk’ explores worlds inspired by new electronic technologies that 

emerged during the 1980s. Although earlier examples exist, cyberpunk developed 

rapidly between 1981 (Vernor Vinge’s True Names (Vinge 1981)) with William 

Gibson’s Neuromancer  (Gibson 1984) and 1992 Neal Stephenson’s Snow Crash 

(Stephenson 1992), with authors such as Bruce Sterling, Pat Cadigan, Marge 

Piercy and Rudy Rucker contributing important examples. A distinguishing 

feature of cyberpunk is the position of protagonist; generally standing aside from 

or outside conventional society. It is this position that exposes the protagonist to 

contact and/or interaction with emerging post-human intelligences arising from 

the ‘rise of the machines’ (See e.g. also the Terminator films).    

 
                                                        
32 The computer gaming industry has global revenues expected to exceed US$ 60 billion in 2012 and the UK 
games market surpassed UK cinema receipts in 2009 (Prato, C. Feijóo et al. 2010:13). 



 

• ‘Feminist SF’ uses the ‘stock conventions’ of SF as wider social metaphors for 

exploring the construction of ‘women,’ (LeFanu 1988:3), and can also contain 

broader critiques of the institution of science itself, (Haran, Kitzinger et al. 2008). 

Writers include Judith Merril, Joanna Russ, Ursula Le Guin, and James Tiptree.  It 

has often been an inspiration for avant garde film.  See. e.g. Lynn Hershman 

Leeson.  

 

• The post-Apocalypse and ecological sub-genre that originated from concerns 

about human-caused apocalypse or environmental degradation.  It has developed 

into a distinct sub-genre with many variants (e.g. Christian oriented novels of the 

‘left behind’ – what happens to those who are not taken up in the rapture promised 

in 1 Thessalonians 4:17) and because of its familiarity no longer requires an 

explanation of the cause of the end of days (e.g. Cormac McCarthy’s The Road, 

(McCarthy 2006)). A growing number of short stories and novels are set in worlds 

in which severe environmental degradation has occurred due to global warming or 

the exhaustion of natural resources. 

 

• Alternate history is also an outgrowth from the earlier hard science fiction period 

when authors imagined the changes that might be wrought if a time traveller 

changed the path of history. As with the post-apocalyse sub-genre, it is no longer 

necessary to explain the mechanism by which the imagined world came into being 

and there are many different sub-genres within this one, including some which 

have elements of Fantasy, e.g. Laurel Hamilton and other authors’ imagination of 

a world where vampires are an important urban minority culture.  

Figure 1 also distinguishes Weird science fiction and steampunk. Both are examples of a 

more specialised type of interaction between specific sub-cultures and literature. As in other 

arts, (e.g. the Dogme 95 movement in film), and the example of mundane science fiction, a 

specific critical position or reflection on the development of the field may provoke an effort 

to break free of genre constraints.  For example, steampunk provided an alternative for post-

apocalyptic and ecological disaster stories to be seen as something other than living among 

the shards of our current technological civilisation. Instead it explored the opportunities that 

might have arisen with mechanical technologies prior to the internal combustion engines and 

in the absence of pervasive (and intrusive) electronics. The same outcomes have also been 
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explored in Fantasy and in alternative histories where Victorian age technologies were 

improved and enlarged to make later innovations in our world unnecessary. The New Weird, 

an example of conscious genre evolution, discarded the computational and information 

obsession of cyberpunk and attacked its integration into the real world and real time 

developments of Silicon Valley in favour of a return to – and re-crafting of - Lovecraft’s 

obsessions with the fantastical. And did so in order to re-find some distance from the present 

day.   

In this short discussion of the evolution of SF genres, several observations are relevant for 

our purpose of understanding the relation between SF and innovation.   

The first is that SF, itself, is innovative with respect to genre, exhibiting a process of 

differentiation and articulation as the market has grown throughout the 20th century.   

Second, SF’s connections with its audience have provided an impetus to the replication of 

genre innovation – ‘more works like this please’. Moreover, this process has recently been 

reinforced both commercially and socially through the emerging capabilities of the Internet 

(allowing communities of interest to form at many different levels of specialisation).  

Third, SF has expanded out of its designation as a form of writing designed for an ‘in group’ 

of young people, often characterised as male. In making this shift it has also increasingly 

engaged with a variety of social and cultural issues, as well as with a more complex 

understanding of the ‘typical reader,’ no longer the 12 year old boy of the early years.    

Fourth, the more recent processes of sub-genre articulation are particularly important in 

creating specific audiences. These can be revisited, both by those authors creating the ‘break’ 

with existing genre connections and by new authors, thus enlarging the scope of both 

production and consumption for these works. Finally, the specificity of sub-genre 

development and its creation of audiences provide opportunities not only for authors but also 

games developers, filmmakers, and other innovators in the creative industries. In this sense, 

sub-genre articulation has a direct and salient influence in an area of innovation that is 

distinct but also related to the focus in the rest of this report on science and technological 

innovation. 

ii. Forms of SF: The Literary and Cinematic Imagination 

What are the distinctions between various forms of SF? If one way to explore this is through 

the genre categories described above, another is to consider form (screen aesthetics and 

narrative) and format. So, what distinguishes how SF outputs work in book, film, television, 



 

or multi-media format? And how do these distinctions relate to questions of influence under 

discussion here?  

Specific aesthetic and formal distinctions are integral to understanding various ways in which 

SF may be influential. Compare the distinctions between the play of language, the elaborate 

emplotment, and the sustained logics (consistency) of a world tested in use over a thousand 

pages or more in SF in book form, with the instant impact of big audio-visual productions – 

for instance, the sustained and invisible presence of hidden Ambassador species in China 

Miéville ’s Embassytown (Miéville 2011) versus the encounters experienced in Avatar, which 

was specifically designed for giant screen viewing. Or consider the immersive engagement 

offered by a video game.  

Debates about the difference between textual narrative and cinematic spectacle began with 

cinema itself (see notably (Metz 1974)). They are re-invigorated today in relation to the 

‘language of new media,’ (Manovich 2001), or narrative and new media, (Bassett 2007). The 

different appeals made by the film (audio visual culture) and the book (or now ‘the word’) 

are useful in understanding how SF influences.  

Historically SF was a print-based form. Many SF authors and fans argue that there is 

something lacking in SF films, and Hollywood films in particular are viewed as pale over-

simplifications of SF texts. This is a long-standing complaint; Isaac Asimov, for instance, 

(quoted in (Zebrowski 2009)), decried the ‘poverty’ to be found in film, which, he said, 

offered mere sights in place of the riches in novels and stories. More recently Brian Aldiss 

has suggested that the use of his short story in the Kubrick film A.I. did not improve on it, but 

hollowed it out (Newman 2007); spectacle and length won out over precision and the force of 

compression. The response of SF authors and fans to cinematic versions of SF is not of 

course uniform, but taking this suspicion of spectacle seriously is useful. It provokes 

consideration of how the various appeals of SF rely heavily on the form it takes. This returns 

us to the classic distinctions, already referred to, between narrative and spectacle, which are 

now explored further.  

The Satisfactions of the Tale? 

Here literary criticism’s work on the novel is useful. It suggests that narrative, and 

particularly the form it takes in the 19th century novel, gains its power by building a world 

sustained through an engagement with the inner life of characters, with their psychological 

realism. Narrative is concerned with the acting and suffering. (Ricoeur 1984) of its characters 
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(what they undergo, who they become), over time. SF writing, (particularly in the novel 

rather than short story form), shares with other written fiction characteristics including 

sustained elaboration of worlds and an exploration of the consequences of changes in the 

world that is explored through character. This remains the case even if SF has - historically - 

been less concerned with the inner worlds of its characters, often more important as actants 

organizing engagements with new worlds, than actors. Moreover, there are signs that this is 

changing – notably for instance in feminist SF of the late 1990s and on, and in genre-blurred 

works of this century (Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go (Ishiguro 2005) – an ‘un-science fiction’ 

where cloning is viewed from the inside out - is an interesting example of this).   

It is tempting to suggest that such shifts reflect developments in science. The pre-occupation 

with biotech, genomics, ‘life itself’, produces a focus not only on forms of bodily 

transformation (back up, cloning, fragmentation, re-integration), but also provokes interest in 

transformations in forms of interior life, and in the persistence of identity over time. 

Examples here include novelistic treatment of the consciousness of  ‘back up selves’ and the 

cultures these produce - in for instance the Culture novels of Iain Banks (notably the 

Hydrogen Sonata (Banks 2012)), and the work of Charles Stross (e.g. (Stross 2005)).  

The second key insight from literary criticism comes through its exploration of narrative 

realism as it operates in the written word, and through its consideration of the degree to 

which imaginative investment in the world of the novel comes both from what the written 

words give - and from the response of the reader to what they withhold. Consider again the 

Ambassador/Hosts of Miéville – who remain tantalizingly elusive, and also peculiarly 

suggestive, as ‘alien’ figures.    

Film as Real Spectacle:  

Film, above all is concerned with the visual effect – this is why sound is completed in the 

image, rather than vice versa (see (Chion 2000)), and therefore prioritizes spectacle over 

narrative. It finds its power and tells its stories through the image, through showing rather 

than through description. In contrast to narrative and the word, spectacle involves – as its 

name suggests - the heart-stopping image, the single impact, and the pared down idea. Film 

also partakes of a history concerned with capturing the real – it is allied to photography and 

its (historical) claims to ‘indexical realism’ - the capture of ‘truth’ through ‘light’ – even 

while it is also concerned with cinematic magic and illusion, as its link to ‘magic lantern’ 

traditions makes clear. It can make – quite aside from the more superficial stylistics of 



 

particular film genres – claims to a realism based on verisimilitude (capturing real people, 

real worlds). And this claim may be made even as film uses the image to establish a ‘real’ 

(fully realised) ‘fictional worlds’. Examples are the human ship space of the Matrix or the 

real unreal cliffs of Inception. Studies of SF in film have clearly identified this effect. Kuhn, 

(Kuhn 1990) for instance, draws on it when she describes how SF cinema contains a 

language of visual codes that derive from ‘cinema’s capacity to show the fictional worlds that 

it creates, literally putting them on display for spectators to look at’. The consequences of the 

cinematic form and the kind of viewing it enables are that cinema overwhelms the spectator 

(see Metz’ famous account, (Metz 1974)). The camera’s eye becomes your eye; its point of 

view becomes yours. In this arrangement there is less space for imaginative investment and 

perhaps more of an assault on the senses or the emotions; the viewer consents to the illusion, 

but it is the screen that insists that ‘this is real’.   

Cinematic realism, based on a celebration of vision and, ultimately therefore, on spectacle as 

the foundation for ‘realism,’ is thus of a different order than that produced through the 

narrative logics elaborated in SF novels or short stories.  

Crossovers – and futures  

Of course this is not to say Hollywood is all spectacle – or that all literature lacks it. Films 

need tales and narratives may be texts. The latter have many ways to become more or less 

spectacular – and certainly very sensual. Examples include the florid Lovecraft-inspired 

prose that powers the New Weird (e.g. Miéville and Gaiman), or the sound wall of 

Neuromancer’s Chiba bars below the ‘television sky,’ (Gibson 1984). And there are ways in 

which space operas, through their plot structures, rehearse or undertake the new relationship 

between the experience of (astronomical) time and its trans-human transformation, that they 

also describe (an example can be found in the 1980s Hyperion novels of Dan Simmons33). In 

its turn the SF film is never merely a spectacular. It requires plot and character – even if both 

are reduced to mythical simplicity (good or evil, on or off). This kind of reduction is even 

starker in gaming which might also be where the limits of narrative are found; if Pacman had 

no ‘mouth’ would ‘he’ even be an ‘it’? (For more on gaming as narrative’s limits see (Ellison 

1983). 

Film theory has conventionally recognized the distinction and prioritization (spectacle over 

narrative) set out here as operating in Hollywood cinema – but it has also looked at how the 
                                                        
33 Referred to as the Hyperion cantos, they include (Simmons 1990; Simmons 1995; Simmons 1996; Simmons 
1998) as well as a number of short stories. 
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relation between these poles operates powerfully. Laura Mulvey argued that moments of  

spectacle arrest both narrative and the transfixed spectator – directing their gaze and 

organizing their identifications and pleasures, (Mulvey 1989). Others later argued there may 

be means to escape from this domination and search for other pleasures – and other 

interpretations, or inspirations …see e.g. (Doty 2009).  

These highly medium-focussed accounts are useful. But they also need to be moderated in 

response to other factors. The social world intervenes and abstract technical architectures are 

mediated. The classic distinction between Star Trek (and its giant stage) and Doctor Who 

(with its soap aesthetics) is usefully invoked here. Economics (television versus film) are 

evident (and digital technologies enable a certain spectacularization of the Who offerings) 

and so are national contexts and cultures (i.e. British audiences may have less sympathy for 

being cast adrift in the seething, hostile, and cold world of Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner than 

with the Doctor’s return for Christmas – and such responses might temper their responses to 

the text and what it offers).   

Narrative and Spectacle (and format)?  

The distinction between text and screen has been discussed so far as a question of form, but 

already segues into format; book, screen, big screen or small screen, multi-screen? From here 

it also moves into questions of distribution. It is axiomatic that the political economy of each 

form exerts a real influence on the work produced  - for instance historically the conservatism 

of the film genre (Hollywood production economies) contrasts with the freedom that might 

be gained in the literary sphere flourishing (in the UK and/or US) in the 1960s, or later as 

production economies changed in the 2000s. SF writers for instance often argue that the 

creative space is more personal/idiosyncratic/less standardized in novels or short stories, than 

it is in other forms. Charles Stross argues that ‘novels are one of the few remaining areas of 

narrative storytelling where one person does almost all of the heavy lifting’ (Stross, quoted in 

(Walters 2008)). It is felt by some writers that might leave space for a certain SF ‘purity’ – 

for explorations uncontaminated by commercial production and its political economy, or for 

the development of a personal vision that is less ‘standardized’ by the demand to produce 

‘what is already known’, or what is already accepted as ‘normal’, for mainstream audiences. 

Notoriously the latter imposes particular worldviews and maintains social norms; a notorious 

example is race in Le Guin’s Earthsea novels34 whose characters were ‘whitened’ in the 

screen version. Standardization and the restriction of horizons it imposes might operate more 
                                                        
34 A series of six novels beginning with The Wizard of Earthsea (Le Guin 1968). 



 

widely; for instance, in relation to the foreclosure of inventiveness – so that the imaginary 

construction becomes standard.  

Influence as Persuasion or Insistence?  

Some links might be made here. First, it is clear that the narrative and spectacular logics of 

SF operate very differently and can be said to variously find their force through persuasion or 

insistence, argument or presence, poetic imagination or visual feast. SF might have the power 

to be influential, and might be differently influential, due to its specific format, its affective 

force, its narrative logics, its realistic representation (not so far from its gravity), or through 

its forceful visual impact (where not the logics of the thing, but its insistent presence might be 

what matters).  

These distinctions can be used to understand, for instance, the distinction between the ‘real’ 

possibility, forcibly injected onto the scene of the real (although through our eyes not our 

arms; this is still a representation of a haptic process), by Minority Report and its famous 

touch screens, versus the meditations on the possibilities of synthetic biology or genomic in 

say Greg Bear’s Blood Music (Bear 1985), or the coupling of surveillance technology with 

the state and Big Brother, which echoes down the years from 1984. It is striking that in the 

first example (Minority Report) the screens are abstracted from the narrative ‘take’ (which is 

to some extent dystopian), while in 1984 the ‘mood’ and its object do not easily de-couple 

(although they may now be doing so, in an era where surveillance is understood to protect).  

Film is often meant to look impossible and, at the same time look impossibly real (Avatar, 

Inception, Jurassic Park). If the response is incredulity (at the scale of the whole), it might 

also produce appreciation both in relation to discrete objects and of the operations it ‘realizes’ 

– it is partly for this reason that cinema produces powerful objects.  In SF writing, by 

contrast, the impossible often becomes rather everyday (it is the world that becomes ‘lived 

in’, however Weird). This may not produce ‘demand’ but it may enable sustained 

investigation: not how would cities of dirigibles work, but how might such a city be lived in, 

architected, what more might it demand? One way to think about the distinctions outlined 

here is dialogue versus intervention.  

Hybridity, Convergence, Cross-Programming – and Take Outs?   

 ‘Old media become the content of new media’ Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980)35.  

                                                        
35 (McLuhan 1964). 
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The divisions explored are powerful – but they are also becoming questions of aesthetics 

rather than of medium or of format. Film becomes a content of the net, convergence produces 

365 degree production (in which all possible 

revenue channels are managed), the political 

economy of the new Hollywood and 

elsewhere produces ‘native’ trans-media 

products.  

SF was an early adopter of re-purposing 

(adaptation), cross-platform production, and 

is known for the promiscuity of its franchises, 

formats, and narratives. It is also a genre 

known for the longevity of some of the story 

universes it has created. These features are 

tending to become still more marked. Gaming 

changes the game, introducing new forms of 

pleasure, and inciting creative responses 

based on affective visceral identifications 

with process rather than with plot or image.36  

Within this new universe, increasingly, SF 

texts, and also many SF concepts and ideas 

that become standard tropes within the genre, 

are translated. They appear in novel, film and 

TV, and multimedia or interactive forms and 

are available from many of the same 

platforms or outlets (downloading sites, 

social media platforms).  Digitalization also 

intervenes in the economics of production 

(lowering the cost of CGI and production in 

general). This might be understood as 

democratizing access by making available the tools to develop particular kinds of 

                                                        
36 For instance, see (Stallabrass 1996) for a classic denunciation of gaming as the illusion of action, or the lack 
of division between fictional and ‘real world’s spaces (and bodies) exemplified by Second Life. This might 
produce new forms of SF realism (see e.g. (Manovich 2001)) and may also enable a change in perspective both 
within narrative and within the visual field, particularly in relation to categories of experience (e.g. immersion, 
trying out, tactility, immersive engagement).  

Authorial Intentions? 

SF achieves public exposure largely through films and television. 
Nonetheless, with important exceptions, the key exponents of 
SF, the most recognized SF makers and commentators on the 
genre, tend to be writers. These are not mutually exclusive 
spheres of operation with writers often engaged in various ways 
with film development and production.  The historical formations 
of SF has meant that many ‘giants’ of SF are authors of books 
and short stories who developed the original ideas which were 
later reworked and reinterpreted by others into film and other 
formats. However this direction of flow also persists. Most of 
those regarded as most influential today are those winning the 
grand awards of SF writing: e.g. (Hugo, Nebula, and Clarke 
awards). It is certainly writers who have argued over literary 
definitions – or more specifically over whether SF is a literary 
genre. In recent debates, for instance, Atwood has re-defined 
her work as speculative fiction against SF and Miéville has 
suggested the science/speculative fiction distinction is based on 
a desire to set one’s work outside of the lowly genre of SF. A 
different example is Charles Stross who worked as a 
programmer, and is also not comfortable with being labelled a 
SF writer - although he acknowledges that his work uses 
scientific and technological settings as ‘baroque laboratory 
mazes for my protagonists to explore, rather than being context 
to examine them in their native habitat’. 

Some writers have argued that SF, or their productions in any 
case, have an educational purpose – which clearly tempers their 
claims to the realism of what they produce. This group does not 
necessarily overlap with science specialists. John Cramer, a 
physics professor, a science columnist for Analog Science 
Fiction and Fact magazine and the author of two ‘hard’ SF 
novels argues that the purpose of the genre is not science 
education. SF creators will mix science which is ‘straight’ 
(factual) with that which is ‘rubber’ (speculated, fabricated or 
invented) in order to add interest to the story and further the plot 
(Cramer 1989:332), in ways that may not be helpful.  Others 
argue that SF has – amongst other things - a public engagement 
purpose (see e.g. here Ken Macleod’s recent work Intrusion, 
(Macleod 2012) which was ESRC funded).  

There are authors who write either to affirm or contest the 
contemporary order, critique it, or suggest means through which 
it might be changed. Radical SF engages in the world to 
comment upon it. This does not have to imply a didactic 
approach. Many writers with particular political convictions seek 
to distance their writing from their directly political concerns. 
Miéville, an avowedly Marxist thinker, does not wish his works to 
be understood as allegories, even where they are to be viewed 
as political fiction.  

It is striking that intentions of SF writers do not map directly onto 
what they are understood to have produced; they may be read 
and received very differently.  This is the case in relation to the 
whole, e.g. in orientation, and in relation to specific parts, 
including particular technological or scientific speculations or 
developments.  The distance created by the appropriation of 
works by audiences is lengthened further by the processes of 
adaptation, by which works are integrated into people’s everyday 
lives. 



 

representation previously the province of big corporations (see e.g. Attali’s discussion of DIY 

music (Attali 2003)). There are claims that the current boom in self-publishing and its near 

equivalents, arising from the economics of Internet distribution will provide an even more 

fertile landscape for experiment and novelty. This has to be balanced against concentration 

and the massively spectacular offerings the industry develops as a form of differentiation. 

Whilst the responses of audiences and readers to these offerings are always going to be more 

visible than the more fragmented activities of those beyond the informational elite, it is clear 

that familiar names and ideas retain purchase.   

One other aspect of these developments is the question of how users and distributors organize 

– and re-organize - access to this material. The SF genre is actively built through diverse 

networks (by way of fan sites) but so are associations between ‘real science’ and particular 

forms and specific offerings within SF.  Sites such as NovTech, Edge, the Singularity Hub, 

Crooked Timber, and many SF author sites, produce curated spaces within which users – 

writers, experts, scientists, can actively dis-assemble wholes (the film, the text, the object 

within either ‘science’ or ‘fiction’) and assemble new connections and new objects. They 

thereby assist in making the case for a particular SF concept ‘as’ ‘real’, or as ‘influential’. A 

question arising from the mappings undertaken for this study concerns the stickiness or 

‘inward’ focus of these sites – in terms of traffic and architecture, in terms of where they 

locate themselves, and in terms of how they draw distinctions between ‘real science’ and 

fiction (see Appendix 3).  

 

iii. SF in the Wild (World) 

To grasp how SF influences its audiences and through them the instantiation of science and 

technology in the world, demands considering readers and audiences and their contexts. 

Realism and estrangement strategies, along with genre expectations, and also medium 

specifics, produce SF productions that contain particular kinds of subject matter, that 

organize it according to particular aesthetic and textual strategies and deliver it with 

particular kinds of force.  In doing so they also cue up particular ways to read, view, and 

respond. They withhold some readings, invite others, and provide the grounds for more. 

These are invitations – that may be recognized, rejected, taken up or refused by different 

groups of readers or viewers.  
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‘How texts are read or viewed’ cannot be entirely predicted or programmed, as reader 

response theories, a generation of work on polysemy in texts, and work on conditioned 

readings (see e.g. Stuart Hall (Hall 2009)), would indicate. Beyond crude behaviourism, or 

uses and gratifications approaches, reading or viewing can be approached as a means of 

apprehension engaging the affordances of a particular reader/viewer (capabilities, 

knowledges, capacities, openness to being moved), and also their orientation. Cultural studies 

(e.g. of magazine or novel reading), suggest reading or viewing may be ‘deliberate’, 

‘cultivated/habitual’, accidental, or casual, see (Van Zoonen 1994). It may be goal-directed 

and purposeful. It may be direct or indirect – which is to say that a text or visual production – 

and its ideas – may be mediated through circuits of public culture variously as review, idea, 

concept, or model.  

Texts may be taken as a whole (understood in terms of social worlds they introduce, as 

judgments on social structures, as producing particular moods), or they may be mined for 

particular strains (see e.g. (Doty 2009) on queer readings). Reading thus confirms and 

complicates genre and format distinctions; it might enable the mundane to be extracted from 

the astonishing or the fantastical, for instance, or the re-calibrating of particular elements of a 

dystopian vision – so that their potential as social tools, or marketable objects, or 

revolutionary weapons is realized ‘against’ their creators’ intentions.  

Genre does much to cue reading. Going back to the broadest definitions of SF there is the 

invitation – explicit in SF  - to consider science and technology and its social relations, and 

its potential to transform. Whatever its tense (interrogating existing worlds or looking 

towards alternate futures), SF asks a ‘what if’ question.  

This returns us to reading protocols. Thus (Gunn 2009) argues that how ‘we’ read SF is 

different from how we read other genres such as poetry, and that there are specific and 

different protocols which allow us to approach each – (when Margaret Atwood claims that 

her work is not science fiction, Gunn argues that she may mean that her work is not meant to 

be read using science fiction protocols). His sense is that if we do not know that what we are 

reading is science fiction then we cannot fully appreciate the genre37.   

Stableford points out that immersive SF that was published before 1900 often came with a 

‘metanarrative preface’ that signalled what the writer was going to do within the text, 

allowing the readers to get their bearings. (Stableford 2009) In the 20th and 21st century 
                                                        
37 As illustration, (Gunn 2009) offers the example of the person who reads ‘Macbeth’ believing it to be a murder 
mystery and becomes increasingly confused about ‘whodunnit’. 



 

readers and writers of SF developed concomitant expertise in developing and understanding 

devices used to indicate what type of story they were reading. Other visual signifiers acted to 

assist the identification process such as the packaging of SF books and magazines, although 

writers still need to be able to succinctly express these differences – Robert Heinlein’s phrase 

‘the door dilated,’ (Heinlein 1942), is a commonly cited example of such brevity in 

expressiveness – but a contemporary example is Cory Doctorow’s ‘Robbie the Row-Boat’s 

great crisis for faith came when the coral reef woke up’38. 

These not only establish a reading approach, but signal a grammar of ‘credibility.’ This has 

nothing to do with what is factual, but everything to do with Fantasy and the credibility of 

imaginary facticity as well as a capacity to appreciate humour - it involves, in other words, a 

form of manufactured realism. This has interesting implications for legitimacy and 

likelihood.  The evolving grammar of SF involves, amongst other things, a vocabulary, the 

range of adjective and adverbs used to modify nouns (objects) and verbs (actions), and the 

implicit rules employed to govern a relationship – but also to assess its ‘hold’.  Notoriously, 

the phrase ‘the ship thought’ is legitimate in an SF context – but not elsewhere.  

Science and Technology Communities and Social Shaping 

One understanding of how SF texts can be powerful or influential thus emerges through 

consideration of reading practices – or more accurately, by considering the relationship 

between the reader/viewer and the ‘text’.  But of course, there are other scales and registers 

through which this relationship might be explored.  A different way to see this is that reading 

itself is never undertaken out of context.   

One register is SF’s possible role in the shared social construction of science. In other words 

how can the influence of SF within expert communities engaged in science ‘in the making’, 

in innovation, and, perhaps, on science and technology as a public endeavour, be understood? 

(Borup, Brown et al. 2006) argue that as innovation is inherently future-oriented, through 

their emphasis on the creation of new opportunities, little in innovation can work in isolation 

from understandings about the future itself. A key aspect of innovation dynamics is 

understanding the sociology of expectations of these futures which are ‘both the cause and 

the consequence of material science and technological activity,’ (Borup, Brown et al. 

2006:286).    

                                                        
38 From ‘I, Row-boat’ in (Dozois 2007:1).  In this story Robbie is a robot (and a row-boat) and the reef’s waking 
up is the consequence of sentience becoming viral after evolving from spam filters such as those employed in 
modern computer systems. 
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SF can be seen as a means of framing expectations which change over time, and as a means 

of mediating these expectations between and across different knowledge communities. This 

raises the question; to what extent does SF, in operating as a mediator, or by acting as a 

vector, shape or even constrain expectations? 

Innovation requires funding which, in turn, involves expectations. Future-oriented 

abstractions can therefore be ‘generative’ in mobilizing and deploying investment resources, 

(Borup, Brown et al. 2006). Others  describe how the Steampunk subgenre provides an 

explicit model of a design fiction that raises expectations that one might ‘physically realize 

an ideological and imagined world through design practice’. (Tanenbaum, Tanenbaum et al. 

2012). In addition to providing an aesthetic and stylistic framing, Steampunk also offers 

alternate value systems for designers to consider around notions of craftsmanship, 

functionality, and the social qualities and expressions of objects. 

This is sometimes systematized: (Kirby 2010) describes how SF filmmakers and consultants 

have been employed to construct cinematic scenarios around various technologies that 

require high development costs in uncertain markets as a means of gaining funding. These 

filmic portrayals of technological possibilities provide a way of developing diegetic 

prototypes that would be costly and time-consuming to construct ‘in the real’ (or in other 

materials). The notion of ‘design fiction’ has recently been popularized by (Bleeker 2009) as 

a means of creating prototypes which are not intended to demonstrate technical proof of 

feasibility but instead help to tell a story, coupling ‘the speculation inherent in design with 

the creative licence of fiction and the pragmatic, imminent reality of fact’. Bleeker illustrated 

the concept with the work Technical Manual, written by Franz Joseph, which detailed the 

technologies of Star Trek to ‘help us imagine these devices in use’. These kinds of portrayals 

produce simulacras of an SF methodology, but may not, given their different relationship to 

instrumental agendas, produce the same kind of openings.  

SF and Public Understanding 

 

Expectations can also be understood in terms of public understanding and expectations of 

science. These are relevant in shaping the constraints in which innovation might be portrayed, 

e.g. the unease provoked by ‘chimaera’. Fictional portrayals of science influence public 

apprehensions, often by cultivating and reinforcing pre-existing fears and concerns (Kirby 

2003), many of whose origins may pre-exist the historical record (e.g. the flood, human and 



 

non-human predators, famine and disease). However, SF can also be influential in shaping 

and producing desire – e.g. for personal longevity or transcendence. For instance, the 

parallels between SF works on cloning and uploading and scientific research on bionics, 

transplants and neural mapping might not only reflect public discourse and alter its emotional 

temperature; it may help to shape it. In this framing SF can be seen as part of a pathway, that, 

like the reception of science itself encompasses both comprehension and apprehension, 

(Michael 2002).  

SF can, in framing particular forms and practices through the narrative and aesthetic 

strategies outlined above, influence public understanding and expectations around science, 

(realistically in the case of continued improvements in the mechanical and neural connection 

of prosthetic devices, less so in the prospects for ‘new worlds’ among the stars which can be 

alternative homes for human beings).   

However, studies of science and society also suggest that public understandings, and public 

actors, may connect not only to how public expectations of science and technology are 

framed, but also may also intercede in processes of innovation - (see e.g. Cesagen’s work on 

cloning as public knowledge (CESAGEN 2012)). More dramatically, the directions in which 

frontier sciences might proceed (or be advertised as proceeding for the purpose of garnering 

investment) might link synthetic biology to reducing the carbon content of the earth’s 

atmosphere or bio-genomics to the ending of famine.  SF may not only influence what is 

wanted in science (e.g. the aim to address obesity through tablet or injection) but how science 

is made - and developed in public (see e.g. consumer genomics) – and how it understands 

‘itself’.  

It is important to stress that this may not be connected to simple ‘plots’ or to ‘invented 

devices’, to vocabulary transfers, nor even to individual authors; although all of these are 

relevant to a thinking of influence.  It may attach to developments and genre-transformations 

within SF. Consider the move from cyberpunk (information) to biogenomics – and the degree 

to which it both follows and maps a field. That process may include shifts not only in public 

perceptions, but also in perception within investor and innovator communities. Recently, the 

arc of change has produced not only a move from cyber to bio, but one from cyberpunk to 

steam and weird. This marks a shift from ‘disembodied’ information-love (the virtual 

sublime), to flesh and bodies and their ReMaking (Miéville), extension/transmogification 

(e.g. Stross, Banks), control as biotech objects (e.g. Macleod), longevity/exhaustion/finitude 
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(e.g. Stross, Banks).39 SF authors and producers engage in these processes more or less 

deliberately. Although like previous experience in the funding cell biology as the highest 

priority in the ‘war on cancer’ (Fujimura 1987), persuading the public and their 

representatives of the narrative connecting science and desire is a feature of both grant and 

SF writing. 

Experts: Science and Technology Readers?  

As noted, at various times SF has been explored as a form of writing directed at ‘those who 

know’. This group, being variously defined either as those with ‘science’ interest or 

knowledge (those that knew the reading codes), or – more often in relation to hard science 

perhaps – as those who ‘knew the science’. Certainly certain communities, including those 

operating within science and technology fields, are noted SF readers and bring their expertise 

to bear: reading, for the purposes of enjoyment, enrolment, and possibly inspiration and 

orientation, as scientists, or as technologists, or as innovators. What forms of reading, with or 

against the grain, might this provide? 

• SF may be read as a ‘future guide’ – even when it was intended to be, and in a sense was 

formatted as, a critique of the present or of present trajectories (e.g. Nancy Kress’ Beggars 

in Spain (Kress 1993) in which the dystopia is the world as it is confronted by the 

differently abled sleepless and even some of Huxley’s concepts in Brave New World). The 

reversal of dystopia (or utopian) figurations is relatively common in SF over time, but in 

the case of science and innovation communities, there seems to be an active form of 

‘reading for.’ More subtly, despite genre conventions that signal a particular over-arching 

mood or meaning, discrete objects or ideas may be read as alluring - and may be removed, 

re-purposed, and re-contextualised in the innovation process. (For example, the ubiquity of 

surveillance in Orwell’s 1984 has been re-conceived as a means for increasing personal 

security within the urban environment).  

• A reader expert in science or technology may over-read ‘epistemological gravity’. That is 

they may take the reality appeal of SF more seriously than it was generally intended (not 

as an effect, but a possibility). Thus what is intended as a persuasion effect (pure fiction) is 

taken up and explored for its potential as a real possibility – at least as a new pathway for 

research to follow – robotic surgeons, weapons, and explorers all being examples.   

                                                        
39 Looking back to an engagement between Piercy and Gibson – where Piercy’s Body of Glass (Piercy 1991) 
recast Gibson’s cyberspace as a place for the mind, it could be argued that Piercy more accurately captured the 
nature of the Internet as it exists today. 



 

• Where this becomes a reading in common, SF works may operate to produce consensus 

around shared pathways that might lead to projects dedicated to the building of still 

imaginary objects (consider work to build Adam’s ‘Hitchhiker’s Guide’ as a real web 

resource). In a related way SF productions may form the horizon of possibility and set 

goals for particular research and production communities – arguably cyberpunk played 

that role to some extent within Silicon Valley communities of the 1990s.40  

• To committed readers, SF offers itself as an environment that may be mined with ‘objects 

to think with’.  

• To committed readers the over-arching valence of an SF production, and its narrative 

priorities and scales, may be set aside – so that, a spectacular film may be explored for its 

mundane domestic arrangements, or its depiction of environmentally sustainable 

technology. 

• Particular texts may be mined by experts for clues and possibilities that may not have been 

consciously ‘seeded.’ SF accounts of genomics may be more or less suggestive for certain 

groups - and may be suggestive beyond the intentions of the author, and beyond what is 

directly suggested in the text, particularly if they become references invoked in worlds 

beyond themselves.  

• For science and technology experts, SF productions drawing on very specific bodies of 

scientific knowledge may offer specific rewards. Hannu Rajaniemi’s The Fractal Prince 

(Rajaniemi 2012) may be read very differently depending on the level at which its 

engagement with game theory (and fractal geometry) is understood. 

III. Conclusion – A model of influence as Process: SF and the Real World 

This report has explored how SF can offer a space for creativity, how it might offer ideas, and 

how it might indicate directions for change. Ironically, given its early protagonists’ attempts 

at ‘being serious’ SF opens a space for real world developments by enabling ‘magic’ to break 

the obsession with the ‘now’ - the insistent present, of contemporary technology and 

contemporary techno-cultures, within which science and innovation operate.  This break with 

the real as well as this appeal to ‘real science’ is always where its pleasures have been found.  

Here it has been argued that what constitutes SF and constitutes and tempers its influence is 

more than a collection of true or false ‘facts’ strung into a tale that might be judged in those 

                                                        
40 As noted by Robert X. Cringeley, among others. For counter-cultural influences, see (Cringeley 1992) and 
(Markoff 2005). 
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terms. The key has been to consider: (1) the fundamental link between science and science 

fiction – where science is a way that the science fiction talks of the world, and engages with 

it. (2) We have asked how that link is made – narratively or through spectacle, in what 

format, with what intent. And we have considered the consequences of these different 

approaches. This produces consideration of the forms of distance that SF, in its various 

formats, and in its different genres, may take from the world, the degree to which its visions 

and stories relate to the already made, the degree to which it might extend the horizons of the 

possible and foreseeable. In emphasising the distinct forms and material instantiations of SF 

we have also made a case for the persistence of the text as its travels: perhaps its obduracy.    

We have also considered however, how a text that is made, is re-made, in the various worlds 

in which it circulates – a circulation that might fragment it into parts.  These parts might 

constitute fictional or real objects, sensibilities, opinions, judgements, or valences.  They at 

once remain parts of a specific whole and may escape and become more or less autonomous; 

and more or less open to various degrees of re-signification and re-purposing.  

The interactions between the fictional and the real thereby produce a map of influence as a 

co-constituted and iterative process.  

Breaking this down the report considered distinctions between characteristics of different 

forms of SF – notably asking how large budget film productions contrasted with successful 

sole author SF literature. This was explored in terms of form, function, authorship, relation to 

existing cultures and capacity to open genuinely new grounds, forms of thinking, potential. 

Its conclusions were that although big budget SF reaches large audiences, and may have more 

immediate impact – so that the best known pathways between SF and real science are those 

emerging from films such as Minority Report - the sustained imaginative worlds of novelistic 

SF might produce forms of persuasion, or incite consideration of new possibilities in ways 

that are equally forceful or compelling.  

Specifically it was felt that SF novelists in particular, given the more individualistic 

trajectories they may be able to adopt, might find space in their works to escape from the 

short term horizons provided by an increasingly homogenized public culture (global social 

media monopoly), so that their versions of the post-human, are more singular. These 

productions might also, because of their form, be said to be, intrinsically less complete. This 

‘less’ might produce more – if it also means the visions produced are able to escape from the 

current collapse of the future into the present or ‘almost now’. These conclusions suggest the 



 

importance of support for literary and creative cultures (and disciplines) alongside science 

and technology.   

We also concluded, and this tends to temper the idea of increased autonomy for SF authors 

writing literary works, that SF may be read in whole or in parts, and in both cases may be 

read ‘against the grain’. That is, against the grain of its authors intentions, or against the grain 

of a whole work; SF ideas are captured, re-purposed, and re-directed.  

 

Our account suggests that SF in general (in the many forms it takes) is an important element 

of networks that feed science and technology innovation. In particular it provides resources 

and spaces to enable distance to be taken from real world constraints, norms, and closed 

pathways and in doing so enables new perspectives to be produced – and taken. Because this 

distance and re-connection is produced centrally through a consideration of science and 

technology – the transformation vector – the power and force of SF works – how they 

persuade and where they seek to inform or transform – is also felt most strongly in these 

fields. We might say that it is in these fields, that SF is most often appropriated, adapted or 

used as inspiration by its audiences and readers – who may thereby operate at a particular 

distance from the original text, or be particularly active re-interpreters or makers.  

 

We began our examination of the relation between innovation and SF by critically examining 

the ideas surrounding the ‘crossover’ from fiction to reality. In particular looking at the claim 

that that SF literally envisions the future and therefore seeds ideas and evokes desires which 

later enter reality through the efforts of those whose imaginations have been influenced.  

Despite its broad appeal, we have shown that this position is incomplete.  

 

This doesn’t mean SF fails to engage in the world; it does, and it produces its own versions of 

reality. As a mode of fiction that investigates possible worlds, interrogates present conditions 

and explores potential futures, SF is inevitably engaged in the ‘real world’ discourse of 

science and technology – and these discourses have results. 

 

SF discourses may be drawn upon by scientists and technologists or by those valorising 

science and technology. The widely cited examples attributing the invention of the 

communications satellite to Arthur C. Clarke or, more recently, the ‘look and feel’ of 
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computer displays in Steven Spielberg’s Minority Report can be seen as consequences of this 

kind of complex engagement as much as, or instead of, being examples of the direct 

transmission of ideas. 

 

In concluding that engagement with SF is consequential we were impelled to state the nature 

of consequences and, inevitably, this requires a theory of influence.  We concluded that such 

a theory has several facets. 

 

• First, SF influence has a history.  This history spans its origins as a response to the 

transformations wrought by industrialisation and the newly born hopes and fears 

at the opening of the 20th century to its expansive and ubiquitous presence as a 

medium for contemplating the nature of contemporary and future life for 

spaceship Earth and its inhabitants.  Over this time, the production of works of SF 

has greatly expanded in both number and variety, encompassing all of the media 

through which humans communicate. 41 

• Second, SF influence involves an audience – indeed many audiences: The 

expansion of SF has been accompanied by a diversification of its audience.  Over 

time, these audiences have become increasingly experienced with the tropes and 

the tools of expression employed within SF.  Their knowledge and affiliations 

give rise to an articulation of SF genres that become the loci of debate about the 

identity and purposes of SF - including whether science should be replaced by 

‘speculative’ and whether there is a legitimate boundary between science fiction 

and Fantasy.  (This latter led us to employ the ambiguous abbreviation of SF 

throughout much of this report). 

• Third, SF creates an enabling ‘space’ for innovation.  Although not universal, it 

may be said that evoking a ‘sense of wonder’ or more precisely, working with 

cognitive estrangement, is a broadly shared aim of SF works.  In the contexts set 

by its history and audience, this is a cornerstone of its influence. Transporting the 

reader or viewer from the discomforts or comforts of their everyday life to 

imagined worlds (both near and far), even if this is done precisely to force them to 

then turn around and view their own world, is enabling of the creative vision and 

                                                        
41 This report has largely explored the traditions of English language SF – and other works arriving into this 
through translation. There are of course other traditions of SF writing.  



 

empowering of the confidence in change.  These are necessary conditions for 

innovation and entrepreneurship. 

• Fourth, SF is entangled in desire. SF is provoked by desire, the desire for better, 

for different, for hope, and for knowledge. These desires are entangled with what 

is, what might be or have been, and the longings and aversions that are part of the 

human experience.  Materially, these desires are manifest in the world of artefacts 

and that part of innovation that is about artefacts draws upon and feeds SF, 

creating a cycle of mutual influence. 

• Fifth, SF is a resource for discussing the shared meaning and potentials of 

scientific and technological developments, particularly as they resonate in cultures 

and societies.  This source of influence is ancillary to and may often be outside of 

authorial intent, but is a consequence of producing a discourse contrasting what is 

and what might be.  Although prefatory to any serious discussion of ‘what is to be 

done,’ as a popular literature and visual medium, SF influence is inclusive in ways 

that can only be hoped for by explicitly didactic approaches. 

 

These five facets of a theory of SFs influence have been explained in detail in this report. 

A final word:  

Our final observation concerns the dichotomy between SF and innovation that served as a 

premise for this project. This dichotomy is at once useful for considering the patterns of 

traffic and exchange between different communities of ‘creators’ (innovators, authors, and 

the audience) and problematic in that it perpetuates the idea of separate or distinct science 

and humanities cultures.  

In tracing the influence of SF on innovation we were continually reminded of the coincidence 

of the role of imagination, not only in the domain of fiction but also in the realm of creating 

and commercialising tangible instantiations of imagination - what is commonly called 

innovation.   

The extent to which these two worlds can be held separately, and the exchange between them 

examined, is limited by their inter-penetration.  As ‘other-worldly’ as SF may seem to those 

to whom it is unfamiliar, it is a body of work that is continuously grounded and replenished 

by everyday life. For those outside the walls of scientific laboratories and engineering 

workshops, the activities conducted there may seem similarly ‘other worldly’.  However, the 
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people doing this research are not isolated or insulated from the influences of the world in 

which they live, nor from the ubiquity of media representations. In this world, SF has become 

a pervasive and persistent means to apprehend, frame, and discuss the activities in which they 

are engaged. Moreover as we have shown in this report, SF ideas and concepts, as they move 

along various pathways, are transformed and re-constituted and re-appropriated by users in 

various contexts – a process undoubtedly accelerated by the rise of networks.  

It is perhaps salutary that, in emerging fields of scientific innovation, argument rages fiercely 

over whether what is being embarked upon is possible ‘reality’ or remains ‘science fictional.’ 

The relations between the two are thus constantly being forged out of the flux that constitutes 

contemporary reality on Earth; which might perhaps always need to be regarded not as a 

technosphere so much as an anthropocene, the era of human life on Terra.  
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Appendix	  1:	  Database	  Development	  
 
Science Fiction and Innovation: The Objects database 
An Objects database was generated holding 280 objects taken from science fiction offerings 

from the past century, with a particular focus on literary content. The intention was to select 

objects as they were presented in different time periods, but also across genres, in order to 

explore both temporal and fictional context-based shifts in representation and detail. How, for 

example, do the ‘food pills’ of 1950s hard SF, which allow cosmonauts to subsist in deep 

space, then move to the synthetic meat of 1980s cyberpunk cultures? 

The database is complemented by an Excel spreadsheet containing 4409 author links to the 

Science Fiction and Fantasy Bibliography. The virtue of this list is that all the entries are 

links to the alphabetical sections of the database where those authors with Webpages are then 

linked. 

Principles of Construction:  

Our intention was to track a series of key objects from science fiction through time and 

across genre to explore the role of influence between science fiction and innovation artifacts 

and practices, and in particular the cyclical manner in which concepts can move between the 

two.  
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We selected five objects to search for - mobile phones, means of delivering medicine, food for 

pleasure and fuel, dispersed humans, and the cloud. These objects were deliberately selected 

to encompass a range of sizes, from the nano level through to devices and up to global 

systems of data storage; and also embodied both hardware and wetware. We also 

acknowledge that there were frequent elisions between categories, (eg. ‘soma’ in George 

Orwell’s ‘1984’ is a pharmaceutical product which is frequently delivered through food such 

as ice-cream), as is often the case in real-world artifacts. 

The database was populated with examples of each object across several different genres of 

science fiction via a broad literature review; some of the review was crowd-sourced through 

social media sites including Facebook and Twitter, and we also drew on web resources 

including io9, and fan repositories including Technovelgy.  

The database contains details of each object, including, with its source (ie. Author/creator, 

title), the genre to which the source belonged, and code/s to more generally describe the 

object itself, to provide a means of classifying them. The objects do not exactly match their 

titles but embody some key facet instead. For instance Le Guin’s ansible devices express the 

personal distal instantaneous communication aspects of mobile phones. In some instances, 

the objects bear close resemblance to their ‘real world’ counterparts at the time that the 

fiction was written, but have been included because the manner in which they are integrated 

into the ‘otherness’ of the created world highlights the framings that have been used in their 

construction.   

The contents obviously do not represent a complete search of SF – impossible even to aspire 

to, particularly given the imprecise nature of the ‘science fiction’ category itself – nor do they 

seek to be complete searches across the particular strands chosen. Instead they constitute a 

general exploration through various genres to find examples of notable instances of objects in 

each category, with the search restricted by the time available. Following the broader remit of 

the project the focus of the search was on literary content as well as other forms, and 

although some material has been drawn from film and television material (eg. The Matrix, 

Star Trek), literary concepts pre-dominate.  

How the Database may be used/interrogated:  

A temporal search indicates where instances of these objects emerge and subside over time 

between the ‘real’ and the literary, and associated shifts in the quality of these objects (eg. the 

shift between notions of all-powerful mega-computers in Harlan Ellison’s I have no mouth 
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and I must scream (Ellison 1983) and later notions of the singularity in Charles Stross’s 

work).  

Categorising by genre also allows us to explore how certain forms of innovation are 

presented according to different framings – whether, for example, food in ‘space opera’ is 

treated as food for fuel on long space flights or as signifiers of not-human worlds – and thus 

whether it might provide a different mode of influence, operating parallel to the central thrust 

of the story itself. 

The database elements informed some of the searches developed using web crawler tools. 

Future work might use clusters of sources developed here to consider full corpus analysis 

methods of distant reading. Future developments might also include, with further additions, 

examination of objects moving from background to foregrounded element in fiction against 

their appearance in the ‘real world’ (and possibly subsequent disappearance in fiction); and, 

relatedly, might be used for more detailed ‘crawls’ examining the relationship between the 

fictive elements, genre, and their material emergence. 
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Appendix	  2:	  Loops	  
 

Loop 1. Virtual Reality 

 

 

Figure 1: Virtual Reality and re-booting. 

As we have observed throughout this report, SF has been engaged with the concept of 

artificial realities throughout much of the 20th century.  At the early part of the century the 

link between the world of imagined reality and scientific understanding was hard to make; 

authors employed mechanisms such as stimulated dreaming or even less credible tools (eg 

psychic phenomenon). In this period, however, SF works did extend the theme of operating at 

a distance in several ways; including through tele-vision (e.g. Gernsback’s ‘telephot’ which 

we recognise today as a videophone) and via physical control at a distance (Heinlein’s Waldo 

(Heinlein 1942) which envisaged remote control with biofeedback. During the first half of 

the 20th century SF also considered dreams and dreaming in tangible ways, both from a 

psychic perspective (active dreaming or a separate life led in dreams) and from the viewpoint 

of machinery designed to tap into the human imagination, sometimes with untoward effects - 

as was later visualised in Fred M. Wilcox’s film Forbidden Planet (1956). 
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Once Gernsback’s telephot and similar tele-vision imaginations were embodied in actual 

television boxes, a new type of imagination, of life inside the box, began in SF literature and 

later in a variety of literary forms – and these characters enter or merge with the images 

displayed. Two inter-related strands emerged. One involved action at a distance – remote 

control, real world Waldos (as Heinlein’s neologism entered not only language but 

inventions). The other involved vision and interaction with the life ‘in the box.’ The latter 

strand of development gave rise to the term ‘virtual reality’, sometimes attributed to Jaron 

Lanier (e.g. in (Clute and Nicholls 1999)), who made a number of innovations in data gloves 

and similar interface designs.  

The interaction between the development of human computer interfaces and the evolving 

idea of a ‘virtual reality’ – a visualisation of an actual reality or one that might be imaginary 

was a consistent feature in both print SF and a variety of other ‘spaces’ for imagination such 

as Dungeons and Dragons role playing games in which players interacted and acted out roles 

in imagined alternative realities.  SF themes were present in the early computer games such 

as Galaxy Game, the latter making use of a new interface modeled after the joystick used in 

aviation. The interaction between fictional games, games implemented using physical tokens 

and dice, and computer games continued through the 1970s, culminating in a classic SF work 

by Orson Scott Card, Ender’s Game (in story form in 1977 and as a book in 1985 (Card 

1985)). Ender’s Game combined an interactive computer game, remote control (in this case 

of an interstellar battle fleet) and a hostile alien intelligence. It was one of a number of SF 

stories to emerge in the 1980s when the personal computer was moving from a hobbyist 

pursuit to a mass-market artifact, as the computer was ‘domesticated’ and its use became part 

of everyday life. Indeed, part of the process of building a broader market for personal 

computers was the creation of advanced prototypes in arcade games which could employ 

display and interface technologies that would later become available both in personal 

computers and video games played on increasingly sophisticated television sets. The essence 

of these arcade games was the creation of an interactive environment and the visualisation of 

an immersive ‘space’ that would create user engagement. 

The real world instantiation of immersive games provided new inputs to the SF imagination, 

both in terms of extending the imaginative worlds it created and by speculating on the 

consequences of improving the human interface to these virtual worlds. In SF the ‘wiring up’ 

of the human being can proceed unfettered, existing human sense organs can be by-passed to 

implant the virtual inside the human brain. Of course, ‘wiring’ or the need for it is a carryover 
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from earlier physical implementations which did employ wires – a convention that is 

subsequently abandoned in works like Geoff Ryman’s Air (Ryman 2004). 

Imbuing arcade and computer and video games with ever more sophisticated environments 

paralleled the development of applications which would represent real and imagined spaces 

for more instrumental purposes such as computer aided design in engineering and 

architecture.  In constructing these applications, pioneers such as John Walker (co-founder of 

AutoDesk) proclaimed – ‘Customers want to buy ‘robot slaves”, not power tools’ (Walker 

1994:317).  While AutoDesk was becoming successful in developing computer aided design 

systems for personal computers, other companies were developing the means to ‘walk 

through’ building designs in order to experience architectural designs before they were built.   

More recently, these developments have taken an ominous turn in the development of robotic 

warfare, the first steps towards an Ender’s Game world.  Drone (robotic) aircraft and other 

remotely controlled weapons have opened a vast new frontier for innovation in military 

technology.1 

There has been one more important transit in the development of virtual reality, in the ‘loops’ 

tying imagination and reality together. Bringing the virtual back into the world it is possible 

to create an augmented reality, one in which virtual elements are superimposed over the 

physical. Although only relatively recently becoming a salient feature of ubiquitous and 

mobile computing, this development was visualised long ago by the author of Wizard of Oz, 

L. Frank Baum, who in 1901 imagined the ‘character marker’. This was ‘a pair of spectacles 

with the following properties: “While you wear them every one you meet will be marked 

upon the forehead with a letter indicating his or her character. … Thus you may determine by 

a single look the true natures of all those you encounter.”’ (Baum 1901:Chapter 8). 

Virtual reality can be seen as a metaphor for the inter-leaving and inter-penetration of 

imagination and reality.  It is therefore not surprising that it has, from the beginning of SF, 

been deeply entwined with the innovations which Ted Nelson, at the beginning of the 

personal computer era, called ‘dream machines’ (Nelson 1974) 

 

Loop 2: Aversion to vat grown food: Mass produced single cell protein matter, and 
vegetable matter as meat 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  They	  also	  raise	  new	  questions	  such	  as	  the	  one	  posed	  by	  (Arkin	  2010:333)	  ‘As	  robots	  are	  already	  faster,	  
stronger,	  and	  in	  certain	  cases	  (e.g.,	  chess	  playing)	  smarter	  than	  humans,	  is	  it	  that	  difficult	  to	  believe	  they	  
will	  be	  able	  to	  treat	  us	  more	  humanely	  on	  the	  battlefield	  than	  we	  do	  each	  other?’ 	  
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Figure 2: Aversion 

Notions of mass-produced vegetable matter as a basic foodstuff tap into other themes around 

food which emerge around industrial-scale production of foodstuffs and the framing of ‘real’ 

food as a rare luxury. Rather than embodying ‘desire’, these food pathways are motivated by 

aversion - they relate to discourses generated by the need to feed a growing global population 

on limited resources, averting a world of mass starvation and poverty. The loops around food 

create new repulsions against the foodstuffs which have been developed to solve this 

problem, invoking aversion against the ‘unnatural’ and ‘artificial’ quality of these solutions 

when compared to ‘real’ food.  

Whilst Malthus’ predictions were that population growth would outstrip food availability at 

the end of the 18th century, many of these issues emerged at the global level following World 

War II when recommendations were made to move towards non-traditional agricultural 

methods, including the large-scale farming of algae as foodstuff. Early research with 

Chlorella was unsuccessful as the organism proved to be more fragile and sensitive to 

changes in environment than first anticipated, as were investigations by NASA into the use of 

algae as a means of developing foodstuffs for long spaceflights – these concluding that dried 

algae was suitable as a supplement but not as a major food source. 
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The space opera SF genre picked up on similar concepts of algae as a bland, durable and 

replenishable protein source that could feed a population on limited resources – either of the 

sealed system of a spacecraft or a planet. In 1955 James Blish (Blish 2010) and Philip K Dick 

both explored the contemporary notion of algae as basic foodstuff. In Blish’s ‘Cities in 

Flight’, algae is grown in tanks as a crop to act as a basic foodstuff for the populace on self-

contained worlds in space. ‘Solar Lottery’ by Dick contained a similar foodstuff – ‘Protine’ – 

a mutant form of algae that was turned into a cheap form of food which could be modified to 

look and taste like ‘normal’ food (although its inherent flavor  persisted through the 

modifications), and without which the population ‘would have starved to death in the 

twentieth century’ (Dick 1955:40). Larry Niven built on a similar idea with the use of ‘food 

bricks’ in his ‘Ringworld’ novels (Niven 1970) – nutritional blocks produced from basic 

‘handmeal’ and water by an ‘autokitchen’ that again, bears no resemblance to ‘real’ food.  

Later work however specifically addressed the fears and aversions associated with algae as a 

remedy for global hunger. A well-known sinister take on mass-produced algae was developed 

in the 1973 film, Soylent Green (adapted from Harry Harrison’s novel Make Room! Make 

Room! (Harrison 1966)) in which the eponymous foodstuff is a rationed wafer purportedly 

made of algae, designed to meet the food needs of an overpopulated world. As the film’s 

famous denouement shows, the wafer is not made of plankton as the ocean’s resources are 

too depleted to produce enough, but instead of human corpses. Whilst the underpinning 

concepts of the necessity for algae-based food for feeding societies on limited resources was 

similar in both space opera and the social commentary of Soylent Green, the latter explores 

the political dimension and possibilities of food wafers, examining the wider social and 

economic power dynamics embedded in systems of industrialised food production for ever-

growing populations. 

Following the ‘failure of algae’ mass produced-protein shifted towards developing texturized 

vegetable protein (TVP). Soybeans had been processed industrially in the US since the 

beginning of the 20th century, based around methods including solvent extraction and soy 

lecithin production; and the end of WWII led to increased demand for soy flours and oils, 

some of which was for food but also for materials such as vinyl plasticisers. However, the 

large-scale complex and expensive technologies necessary in the food processing techniques 

did not emerge until the 1960s (see (Edwards 2010) on Algae; (Shurtleff and Aoyagi 2004) 

on Soy). Following the development of the means of extracting proteins from defatted 

soybean meal new forms of highly processed and concentrated food products were 
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developed, many of which were ‘meat analogues’ including mince, burgers and the 

somewhat ambiguous ‘tofurkey’. These new ‘meat-type’ products differed from the previous 

generation of algae; beyond taste, the latter had unsavory affects, being associated with the 

‘green slime’ of pools and waterways, whilst the former emerged fully formed and 

incorporated into – or mimicking outright - existing foodstuffs. Notions of vegetable matter 

as meat were also picked up around that era including Simak’s ‘Butcher vegetables’ (Simak 

1961) and Varley’s ‘Pork tree’ (Varley 1977) – both plants which grow meat; and unlike the 

relative neutrality of algae, artificial meat was presented as unsettling and unnatural. 

In the 1980s the concept of the mass-produced single cell protein as a malleable foodstuff 

was also picked up in the cyberpunk genre by Bruce Sterling in his book ‘Islands in the Net’ 

(Sterling 1988), where ‘scop’ is a mass produced food produced by bacteria in protein vats, 

developed to solve famine, and which “tasted all right”. In the same decade foodstuffs 

developed from single celled mycoprotein – which had previously been developed for 

incorporation into animal feed to counter a shortage of protein-rich edibles – was produced 

by Marlow Foods entering into distribution in the UK market in 1992 as Quorn, an imitation 

meatstuff. Like Blish’s algae and Sterling’s ‘scop’, Quorn was grown in tanks but despite its 

origin was not marketed as either a foodstuff to target global hunger or as the only substitute 

for meat but instead as a healthy and low-calorie substitute for meat, primarily targeted at 

vegetarians. With Quorn and other TVP products on the mass market, the notion of vegetable 

matter as imitation meat (and the methods used to produce it) became less uncanny as they 

infiltrated the mainstream; instead, synthetic meat emerged as the unmoored food. Notions of 

single cell protein as a basic foodstuff in times of hardship still persist, as seen in the gruel 

fed to Neo in ‘The Matrix’. This consisted of a single-cell protein combined with synthetic 

aminos, vitamins and minerals. Like its earlier cyberpunk counterparts, this protein matter is 

considered edible but as a poor substitute for delicious ‘real food’ of elsewhere - which is 

ironically now found in the virtual world of the Matrix. The Matrix films also allow for direct 

visual – and aural – comparison between the ‘digital’ steak, seared and still pink inside (and 

the unpleasant sight of Cypher chewing with his mouth open), and the ‘real’ grey protein 

slop: 

Tank: Here you go, buddy. Breakfast of champions. 

Mouse: If you close your eyes it almost feels like you're eating runny eggs. 

Apoc: Yeah, or a bowl of snot 
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Food is a fascinating object to track across SF worlds; as a constant and necessary aspect of 

human life it has an ongoing presence in fictional spaces, even if only to be referenced as 

something which isn’t needed anymore – as with the ‘protein pills’ taken in the Lost In Space 

TV series – or as a way of explicating alien beings. Its ubiquity allows it be used as 

background shading to explain the construction of the ‘other’ world – in space opera and hard 

SF in particular, food can be used to prop up the appearance of internal cohesion (in a similar 

manner to the use of cold storage and deep sleep to preserve fragile human bodies in long-

haul space flight). In more critical approaches, food can also flag the challenges faced within 

a world, even if the foodstuff is not a core component of the plot. It is also striking that, 

across several genres, ‘real’ food is often shown to be desirable, capturing sufficient desire to 

act as a critical plot point. Examples here range from the party-only chocolate and coffee in 

Orwell’s political dystopia 1984, to the illicit raspberry jam of the environmental 

commentary of Soylent Green, to the ‘juicy and delicious’ steaks of the cyberpunk world of 

the Matrix, but also to scenarios involving aversion; for instance to the deeply uncanny nature 

of artificial meat, such as the genetically modified ‘ChickieNobs’ in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx 

and Crake, (Atwood 2003). Likewise, regardless of genre, the uncanny nature of ‘not food’ 

appears to dissipate as it jumps from the fictional to the realized and becomes domesticated in 

the real world.  
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Loop 3: From the Hitchhiker to the iPad: The electronic book   

 

 
Figure 3: Hitchhiker routes 

‘Undoubtedly Man will learn to make synthetic rubber more cheaply, undoubtedly his 
aircraft will fly faster, undoubtedly he will find more specific poisons to destroy his 
internal parasites…but what can he do to mechanically to improve the book?’ 
(Vannevar Bush, Mechanization and the Record, (Bush 1939).  

“‘Space,’ it says, ‘is big. Really big. You just won't believe how vastly hugely mind 
bogglingly big it is…The simple truth is that interstellar distances will not fit into the 
human imagination.” (From the Hitchhiker’s Guide entry on ‘space’. (Adams 1979:2)  
‘Where do you want to go today?’ (Microsoft global advertising campaign slogan, 
1994).  

The pathway mapped here captures moments of intersection, connection and influence in a 

decades’ long process of mutual engagement between an SF work and a real world object. At 

one end of the path traced out here is the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, a fictional 

electronic book (appearing in the real book of that name) and at the other is the iPad, the 

device from Apple that has re-rendered the concept of the electronic book as a real world 

device, and in doing so has  (along with its rivals) vastly increased the scale at which readers 

have become ‘users’ in the post-print book era unfolding before us.   
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Multiple intersections are involved in this pathway. The Loop traces how ideas, concepts, 

people, and objects, all move between ‘worlds concerned with fiction’ (science fiction) and 

‘worlds concerned with ‘facts and objects’ (science and technology). Movement is in two 

directions - influence is understood to be mutual, and the elements on these pathways often 

change their material form as part of the journey; an idea becomes a blueprint becomes a 

prototype becomes an idea becomes a product.   

Precursors:  

Standing before the Guide and the iPad is a concern with finding new ways to automate 

access to information in an era of its expansion. Vannevar Bush’s Atlantic Monthly article 

‘As We May Think’ (Bush 1945) proposed the Memex, an (imaginary) information device 

designed to incite thinking about new forms of navigation in an era of information explosion, 

and this is an apt point to inaugurate the search. In a longer version Bush also commented 

more specifically on the necessity to ‘improve’ on the book – and there is clearly a 

relationship between the narrower issue (print book to electronic book) and the larger one 

(information organization and consumption in an era of information explosion). The two 

questions are linked here, those relating to the information cloud and those to the book as a 

specific technology, are also both addressed by Adams - notably in a visualization he co-

produced for Voyager’s Expanded Book series, where he described the computer as a vast 

and spacious replacement storage solution for the exhausted and over-flowing storage space 

known as the library.   

Guide to iPad – iPad as Guide:  

There are many ways the hitchhiker’s guide has been influential (e.g. the concept of the 

Babel fish and automatic translation). But the loop traced out here specifically considers the 

re-making of the book, concentrating on finding relationships and connections between 

Apple (and Apple’s iPad) and Adams, (and Adams’ Guide). In particular it focuses on a 

certain symmetry that invites investigation. With the Guide Adams transformed the idea of 

the book, making of it an electronic device. The HHG was always more than simply an 

automated book. It was, even in the first novels, more like a hand-held, mobile, location 

aware, multi-tasking, personal digital assistant, useful in a rapidly expanding universe of 

information. This is also the kind of book the iPad, undeniably a converged object, now 

instantiates. A comparison is with rivals devices such as Kindle, which remained, at least in 
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their earlier versions, far closer to their print forebears – consider the claims, for instance, to 

paper-like screens.   

Thus, what is demonstrated is how the Guide has figured not only in the translation of the 

book in general (which might include horseless carriage kinds of electronic books), but also 

how it has been influential in a more fundamental re-invention of what the book is, in 

particular in the kind of re-invention of the book as guide book (as guide to life, or life 

assistant) that Apple has, drawing together and adapting a series of software and hardware 

technologies, begun to provide with the iPad.  

The loop traced here is of course schematic and by definition reductionist. It brackets out 

many other influences and connections. These include notably (i) those circulating around 

Adams as the Guide’s creator (other fantasy, other engagements with technology, 

developments in the media industries, other influences having a bearing on the production of 

the books and radio shows). There is also (ii) Apple’s embedding in Silicon Valley and the 

innovation economy (shared ideas, capital, expertise, culture  – this is why it is salutary to 

note that Microsoft, Apple’s putative nemesis in the latter’s ‘lost’ years, wanted to go 

travelling too). (iii) There is the role of of public media; the degree to which the ideas 

informing Apple and Adams were also being discussed widely in various more or less 

specialized public arenas, and emerge out of specific historical and technological formations 

(consider e.g. the Whole Earth tradition as an earlier site of connection between literary 

countercultures and tech industries), is also reduced somewhat in this exercise. And of course 

there are other ‘guide’ books, or ‘guides in books’ in fantasy and SF productions (one of 

many is the Young Lady's Illustrated Primer: a Propædeutic Enchiridion, in Stephenson’s 

Diamond Age (Stephenson 1995)), and in literature - Dante’s guide was Beatrice. All of these 

temper this account. What it does do however, is demonstrate a credible link here – one that 

has been made informally (see below) and that deserves making systematically.  

A caveat: There are two apparently contradictory reasons why this account cannot claim to be 

more than one version of a story – although one that is here robustly defended. These reasons 

are (i) that ideas circulate and come to be held in common (there is no single ‘line’ to be 

drawn) and (ii) that corporations defend their intellectual property fiercely. Both of the above 

may temper claims about the influence of a single author on (somebody else’s) technology.  
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The Human Path: (Adams’ Journey)  

Douglas Adams (born 1952), educated in the humanities, worked in media as a producer and 

writer before becoming the writer of the Hitchhiker’s Guide novels and radio series with the 

Hitchhiker’s Guide itself at their centre. Adams wrote the series between 1979 (The 

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy) (Adams 1979) and 1992 (Mostly Harmless) (Adams 1992). 

The books defined his public personae but as they continued to be produced he engaged with 

other activities – and crossed between professional spheres. By the mid 1980s Adams had 

embarked on non-fiction engagements with technology. He wrote for specialist technology 

journals (e.g. for Mac journals and later Wired), was a very early adopter of Apple 

technology (one of the first in the UK to buy a Mac), and was also active in taking fan culture 

on-line (he ran his own newsgroup alt.fan.douglas-adams). Adams engaged directly with 

Apple (e.g. he was enrolled on the AppleMaster programme, run by Apple between 1996 to 

circa 2002), and was involved in various events, and met with Apple leaders including Steve 

Jobs and Alan Kay (an Apple Fellow).  

Adams also became part of the digital media industry – engaging in particular particular with 

interactive media (where Apple technologies including HyperCard were influential in early 

multimedia platforms and cultures). As the first Dot.Com bubble swelled around the late 

1980s/early 1990s, he helped found TDV/Digital Village venture (partners included Kai 

Krause), producing interactive content (later involving the h2g2 project). He also 

collaborated with Voyager, an early and admired multimedia company, thought by many to 

have produced the best ‘first stabs’ at ‘real’ electronic books; producing an expanded book 

edition of the Guide. He died in May 2001. In a discussion of the iPad, the cover story of 

Time magazine (April 12, 2010), his friend, the journalist Stephen Fry, mourned that fact 

that:   

‘as my fingers glide and flow over the surface of this astonishing object: Douglas 
Adams is not alive to see the closest thing to his Hitchhiker's Guide that humankind 
has yet devised.’ (‘Inside Steve’s Pad’, Time, April 12, 2010).  
 

(Mostly Fictional) Tablet Technologies:  

The pre-history of tablet computers in fiction (film, radio and TV and books) include Arthur 

C. Clarke’s NewsPad, which appeared in Stanley Kubrick's (1968) film: 2001: A Space 

Odyssey, and Asimov’s Calculator Pad in Foundation (1951). The Hitchhiker’s Guide is 

introduced (1979) in the book and the radio series, as book size, as including buttons and a 
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screen, it has entries in multiple voices and registers, is regularly updated (at least in theory) 

and offers what later becomes context specific advice (‘Panic!’ as well as ‘Don’t Panic’). Its 

size, and the way it is discussed, make it clear that the Guide is designed for personal use and 

for context-specific uses: it is what Adam’s might have called an informational towel. Other 

technologies in the series, not directly associated with the Guide itself buttress the whole 

vision – notably the babel fish translator, designed for interaction in vastly expanded 

contexts, and for subjects (the heroes of the story) who have all become, for various reasons, 

nomadic.   

Later versions of the Guide – notably in the Mark II guide of Mostly Harmless (1992) extend 

its personalization capabilities further. It becomes able to tailor itself to work optimally for  

any individual via a bird-like avatar, designated a personal assistant. By now the concept of 

the electronic guide as ‘book-like’ (size, portability information repository), mobile device-

like (location aware), context sensitive, user sensitive, are established. It is striking that this 

book also includes a moment of doubt or aversion. The new Guide’s avatar is Janus-faced 

reconciling the desires of users with its own (or its programmers) far grander goals; which are 

not nice. Adams later recanted (in other format versions an alternative future where the Guide 

does not deliver the heroes of the tale to the end of the world is advanced), but the fear of 

sous-surveillance has uncanny echoes with contemporary concerns (see e.g. Pariser’s, Filter 

Bubble, (Pariser 2011)).  

Multimedia versions of the Hitchhiker series change the format and take the book itself into 

the terrain of medium innovation: an early interactive version of the Guide was considered as 

early as 1984 (with Infocom). Later in the early 1990s, a Voyager Series expanded book was 

produced – an attempt to recapitulate in a new medium some of the features a fictional guide 

might have. Adams produced a short semi-factual animation for Voyager, titled Getting the 

book invented properly (http://io9.com/voyager-expanded-books/). This explains how to 

improve on print - with silicon designated as new ‘stone age’ technology. The h2g2 project, 

(1992) with which Adams and later the BBC was directly associated, merged digital media 

formats with an attempt to ‘realize’ the Guide as a collaborative writing project (something 

like a version of Wikipedia, although later the commercial/non-commercial aspects of this 

project are qualified). A BBC spokesperson, Ashley Highfield, described the h2g2 site as 

‘enabling an online encyclopaedia to be created by the people for the people’. (BBC news, 

Monday, 14 May, 2001).  
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By the mid 2000’s the Guide (in the guise of various titles in the Hitchhiker series) appeared 

as an electronic book on Kindle and iBook. By 2010/2011 it had become an iPad Ap.  

Real and unreal Prototypes: 

Immaterial tablet prototypes are not only found in fictional worlds. There are also 

visualizations, marketing and advertising campaigns, and even beta announcements. In 1984 

Apple launched its vision of personal computing with the Superbowl Ad, featuring the IBM-

busting slogan: ‘computing for the rest of us’ and relying on 1984 to make the comparison 

(Big Brother v Freedom). In 1987, Apple produced the Knowledge Navigator, a film 

visualizing an emerging future of information management – central to which are new 

personal navigational devices containing agents able to ‘talk’ and offer personal help. In 1991 

the Blueprint for the Decade set out Apple plans and projects including personal portable 

devices – and Apple announced plans for the Newton Personal Digital Assistant. Computer 

journals produced many of their own fictional Newton prototypes and published before 

Apple’s own illustrations were put on view.  

Technologies:  

Immaterial prototypes of various kinds (fictional and real) thread around and through 

material technologies (prototypes, devices, software). By the early 1980s Apple was already 

developing various prototypes for small screens (see e.g. prototypes for a touchphone in 

1983). In 1984 the company launched the first Macs - able to run the software that enabled 

desktop publishing, essential to the re-making of the book. A series of core software 

developments capable of doing more than simply re-organizing print production processes 

(this was what DPT had done) included HyperCard (1987) the stacks authoring system, and 

later, in 1989, QuickTime (a multimedia framework enabling live media handling); both 

enabled further experiments with digital books, expanded books, and interactive multimedia.  

In 1990 Apple, under CEO John Sculley, launched the Newton MessagePad. The Newton 

marked a decisive moment in finding a form factor for tablets as radically expanded books 

(and also brought to bear advances in chip technologies). However many of its features were 

felt to be unfinished, e.g. hand-writing recognition was derided as largely imaginary. The 

Newton failed, being officially killed in 1998 (Wired notes that ‘a memorable Doonesbury 

strip by Garry Trudeau effectively doomed the device.’)2 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2http://www.wired.com/gadgets/mac/commentary/cultofmac/2002/08/54580	  
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The return of founder Steve Jobs to Apple marks a turn towards consumer products designed 

with portability, mobility, ease of use, and responsiveness in mind. The iPod (designed for 

music playing, but also a way of re-designing storage) was followed by the iPhone (designed 

‘from the direction’ of communication) and popularizing ‘guide’ features e.g. Google 

Maps/personal electronic maps/way finding. The iPad was then launched in 2010, leading to 

the iPad edition of the Hitchhiker’s Guide. There is a neatly convergent finish here, but the 

key point is that the iPad itself is a new kind of book that has much to do with the ideas first 

set out in the Guide - some have argued that the iPad is the Guide (Fry is one). This might 

suggest that the Guide’s usefulness as an idea has now concluded. However it is also clear 

that the Hitchhiker’s Guide has become a meme – and one that not only makes 

comprehensible a certain kind of existing device – but also continues to refer to one ‘yet to be 

made’.  

 

Loop 4: Reach 

Figure 4: Giving humans with greater reach  
The desire for ‘reach’ is explored in various ways throughout SF; here we look at it through 

concepts of physical non-human avatars containing human consciousness. ‘Reach’ thus  

concerns the desire to develop forms of dispersed humanity as a means of extending the 
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physical capacity of humans. These concepts are distinct from ideas around ‘uploading’ 

human consciousness into virtual environments such as those considered in much of the 

cyberpunk genre (e.g. Stephenson’s Snow Crash (Stephenson 1992)) in that they consider 

how tangible facets of embodied existence – strength, survival, distancing, post-body 

extension – can be extended across space and time. 

This fantasy of extended scale – or remote access - has a long history in space opera as a 

means to allow human protagonists to explore dangerous and harsh alien landscapes without 

harm. In 1944 Simak described human researchers being sent as avatars to investigate alien 

environments, with similar concepts being explored by Paul Anderson (Anderson 1957), Ben 

Bova (Bova 1983) and of course by James Cameron in Avatar.  The notion of the ‘dangerous 

alien world’ is flipped around by later work which makes of contemporary modern life the 

treacherous landscape from which humans require protection – in the 2009 film Surrogates 

people upload their consciousness’s into humanoid robots (often designed as younger and 

slimmer versions of the actual selves) through which they move through the world, whilst 

their real selves lie in darkened rooms, plugged into electronics. Notions of economic-

physical control can also be explored through reach as in the 2008 film ‘Sleep Dealers’, 

where migrant workers are replaced by robots, who are remotely controlled in turn by the 

same class of workers. 

Beyond safety and surviving in un-breathable atmospheres, other elements of the desire to 

attain forms of reach going beyond the limits of single physical human form explore 

multiplicity – for example, the means in which ‘familiars’ such as Wati are able to explore 

the city by moving between figurines in Miéville’s Kraken (Miéville 2010). This separation 

of the physical body from the immaterial mind also moves into tropes around immortality, as 

explored in the Altered Carbon series (Morgan 2002) in which humans are able to download 

their minds into ‘synthetic sleeves’ (artificial bodies), moving to a new one when the old one 

wears out. The frictions involved in the eternal artificial body carrying the inconstant human 

mind are explored in cautionary tales such as Iain M Bank’s Descendent (Banks 1989), in 

which a robot suit contains the memory of the dead man inside it (with a similar concept set 

up in the new series Doctor Who episode, Silence in the Library by Steven Moffat).  

Additional forms of remote control and manipulation also allow for fantastical story telling 

about the desire for new means of human capabilities, for instance those found in Robert 

Heinlein’s ‘Waldo’ (Heinlein 1942). This is the story of a mechanical genius who invents 

various wearable devices – ‘waldoes’ – which facilitate greater functionality for his fragile 
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form. A clear loop is visible – Heinlein was inspired to write the story after reading about a 

man with a muscular neurodegenerative disorder who had built a complex lever system to 

further his ‘reach’; and following the story’s publication, remote manipulators – such as those 

used for handling radioactive material – acquired the nickname of ‘waldoes’. However, reach 

here does not extend far beyond the physicality of the human form. 

Whilst the embodiment of ‘reach’ through many of these genres is via downloading of human 

consciousness into humanoid (or animaloid) forms, the notions of it that have emerged as real 

world instantiations have taken more unusual formats. Human reach across worlds has been 

consistently performed through unmanned – but remote sensing – space flight, with the Mars 

Rover being the most recent incarnation – although this began with the Sputnik 1. However, 

the protection of the fragile human form against hostile environments emerges in real life not 

on alien planets but in warfare; and not as functional ‘mecha’ robot suits or artificial sleeves, 

but as unmanned remote controlled ‘drone’ vehicles. Here, the desires for reach are coupled 

to concomitant desires for human (physical) safety.  

Finally, a contemporary emergent facet of reach through remote sensing comes from the 

notion of the ‘internet of things’ – physical artifacts which have virtual representations in an 

Internet-like structure; in these manifestations it is everyday objects – toasters, clothing, 

phones, and the perennial ‘internet fridge’ - which remotely sense and communicate across 

space and time, providing an object-oriented ontological perception (see (Bogost 2012) or 

(Bryant 2011). The internet of things ties together desires for multiple perspectives whereby 

various objects ‘report’ on their variant environments, with spatial reach (eg. the ‘Good Night 

Lamps’ communicating with each other at distance). 
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Loop 5: Scarcity and Singularity 

 

 
Figure 5: Projections of the future of scarcity (or lack thereof) and speculation concerning 
the singularity (explained below). Note that the y-axis indicates multiples of 1970 GDP 
(gross domestic product) with actual experience having been better than might have been 
expected up to 2008. The alternatives from the present (which is about what we might have 
optimistically predicted in 1970) considered in many SF works are the four indicated (trans-
humanity, post-scarcity (Star Trek type futures), flat-lining (a more constrained future) and 
eco-collapse (including post-apocalyptic scenarios). 
Whether there are limits to growth and how they might emerge is a recurrent theme in SF. A 

predominant theme of dystopian works is derived from Malthus and his expectation that the 

continued expansion of population would eventually outrun the capacity to improve the 

productivity of the finite resources of land and hence food.  The substitution of artificial 

means of synthesising food, however, appear early to address the Malthusian supply 

shortfalls, and the advent of more effective means of birth control (often linked to various 

ideas about eugenics) address the burgeoning demand of a growing population.  Except for 

those works that eliminate a large share of the human population (through nuclear war, 

plague - often of laboratory origins, human created environmental catastrophe or more exotic 

forms of mass death or megadeath), Earths of the future are often seen as having greater 

populations living in increasingly large megacities and mega-structures paralleling the 

observable growth of high rise dwellings in our own world (e.g. Frederik Pohl and Cyril M. 
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Kornbluth’s Space Merchants, (Pohl and Kornbluth 1953), Robert Silverberg’s The World 

Inside,  (Silverberg 1971) or T. J. Bass, Half Past Human, (Bass 1971).  

Extrapolating current trends creates the opportunity to comment on the dystopian features of 

the present by amplifying those effects that already appear to be problematic.  Hence, 

regimentation of an ever larger number of people in the service of ever smaller elites is the 

norm in SF visions of the future (Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (Huxley 1932) or John 

Brunner’s, Stand on Zanzibar (Brunner 1968) and most recently, although in a post-

apocalyptic setting, in Suzanne Collins, The Hunger Games (Collins 2008) and its film  

adaptation by Gary Ross in 2012.  

In the most common recurrent theme of SF, Malthusian resource constraints, are overcome 

by escape to the ‘high frontier’ – the larger confines of the solar system where immense 

material resources are conveniently strewn about in the form of ‘pre-mined’ minerals in the 

asteroid belt which also enables unobstructed access to solar power captured by arrays whose 

size need not be limited by gravity.  Even at this vastly larger scale, the possibility of 

eventual resource exhaustion is taken to be possible, requiring still more extensive dispersal 

of humans to interstellar space or other parts of the galaxy using technologies that either 

observe the speed limit of light (multi-generation voyages) or that imagine that this limit 

might be bypassed using as yet undiscovered physical principles. 

There are two important pathways that depart from these conventional models.  One involves 

a radical transformation of the means of production to permit abundance.  In older works this 

abundance is created by automation and robotics, respectively the capital and labour of the 

future to which human beings become increasingly reduced to their role as consumers with 

only the barest needs for work (e.g. Frederick Pohl, The Midas Plague in The Midas Plague , 

(originally published 1954 and included in (Pohl 1983)).  This early idea of ‘post-scarcity’ 

often raised the question of the meaning of human identity once human life can be sustained 

without the ‘sweat of one’s brow’ to survive. 

More recently, similar efforts to imagine the solution to Malthusian issues imagine biological 

or nano-technological means to escape from the limitations of supply.  The first of these ideas 

grew out of techno-optimist beliefs concerning the harnessing of chemical synthesis for the 

production of food (see separate discussion of the issue of food), it extends beyond this 

necessity to also contemplate life on Earth (often including human life) as being humanly 

constructed – houses are grown, other species are ‘uplifted’ to human intelligence (e.g. David 
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Brin’s Uplift Stories, (Brin 1980)), ravaged natural environments are replaced with artificial 

life (and the land and seas team with creatures designed by human beings).  These imagined 

futures parallel many actual attempts to employ traditional and more recent means of 

evolving species of plant and animal in the service of humans – some of which seem as 

grotesque as any of the darker visions that can be found in SF including chickens incapable 

of growing feathers. 

As opposed to the biological, nano-technological means of escaping scarcity involve variants 

of self-replicating machines, often machines that are in turn factories for the production of 

real world artefacts. The advent of such technologies at a scale or diversity that would create 

a serious challenge to existing methods of technology remains a distance goal. However, the 

self-replicating machine is simultaneously imagined in both SF and the research projects 

being pursued in the non-literary world.  These developments provoke a continuing anxiety 

derived from the Sorcerer’s Apprentice myth - that such machinery may escape control and 

set about transforming the Earth and all of its inhabitants in some new image, perhaps one 

that does not require or support the existence of human beings. 

While the first pathway continues to spawn fertile areas for speculation and real world 

research, a second more radical pathway to escape from scarcity is also contemplated in 

relatively recent SF works.  It stems from trends to dematerialise or digitise real world 

artifacts, expressed sometimes as the conversion of the atomic to the electronic.  From this 

perspective, the limiting factor creating scarcity is intelligence and the means to eliminate 

this scarcity is to transcend the limits of humanity.  Whilst variations on this theme are 

manifold, a major theme is the idea of ‘bootstrapping’ whereby an artificial intelligence is 

created that is more capable than humans, which in turn takes up the design of an even more 

capable artificial intelligence, setting off a chain reaction referred to as the ‘singularity,’ a 

rise in intelligence shooting toward the infinite in brief moment of time.  As with the 

speculations concerning automation, or its later variants that imagine abundance by other 

types of technological advance, the ‘singularity’ raises questions about human identity, 

purpose, and redundancy in a post-human era.  The singularity concept is at once an 

expression of the fears of our distributed computing network ‘waking up’ and striving for its 

own purposes and a desire for individual and collective transcendence.  In the throes of 

singularity, humans may then be ‘watched over by machines of loving grace’ the vision of 

Richard Brautigan, or they may become extinct as Charles Stross suggests in Saturn’s 

Children (Stross 2008), or merge identities with the cyber-intelligence as suggested by many 
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novels in which humans are ‘uploaded’ (a play on the recurrent theme of alien transport) into 

an eternal information space without the need for materiality.  Each of these speculations 

suggests that the end of humanity as we know it is the ultimate solution to the problem of 

scarcity.  
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Appendix	  3:	  Web	  Crawls	  
Like city lights, receding3 
Investigating connections between science fiction and 
real world innovation using data search techniques and 
visualizations 
The subject of experimentation was the indicative 

mapping of the relation between SF and other 

knowledge domains.  Our aim was to explore how web 

search and data visualization can contribute to 

understanding the relations between SF and three sets of 

overlapping fields – the fields of science and 

technology, fields constituted by variously expert 

audiences, and the fields constituting a  ‘national’ public 

sphere.  

To implement this aim, we used search and visualization 

tools to examine the web and the vast trails of cultivated 

and accidental trials that it contains, in order to explore 

how and how far a ‘science fiction’ idea or fictional 

‘object’ travels. For instance, from an original hub that 

explicitly deals with fiction, towards other communities. 

By producing these searches we contribute to the current 

study as well as provoking and suggesting future 

research possibilities.  

Our starting point was the recognition that although the 

three fields are distinct, they also relate to one another. 

They are overlapping, mutually informing, and co-

constituted to some extent. Our searches had to designate a start 

point, but there are rarely absolute origin points for complex scientific developments. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Unthinkable	  complexity.	  Lines	  of	  light	  ranged	  in	  the	  nonspace	  of	  the	  mind,	  clusters	  and	  constellations	  of	  
data.	  Like	  city	  lights,	  receding.	  	  
-‐-‐	  William	  Gibson,	  Neuromancer,	  1991:51.	  	  

Figure	  1:	  Two	  cultures?	  
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Mediation of various kinds tends to occur before what Latour terms black-boxing (Latour 

1991) occurs -  ideas, concepts, desires, pre-configurations, and beta versions circulate in 

advance of what is later hailed as a moment of  ‘discovery’.  

Similar issues arise in the case of SF. What can be dated however is the individual fictional 

work. This means that, to the extent that an idea or a fictional innovation may be associated 

with the unique universe opened by a particular story, an origin point can be identified; there 

is only one Culture, as Iain Banks describes it, and soma, the fatline, the holodeck, and 

Soylent Green are terms whose fictional origin point is known. Here the intention was to use 

unique markers within SF texts – individual terms, tropes, memes - as the basis for web 

crawls (the mapping of linkages).   

This mapping approach responds to a series of recent digital humanities/digital social science 

projects, and particularly to recent work using the search tool Issue Crawler in the humanities 

and social sciences. Also of interest was the work of Franco Moretti (2000), who has 

explored specifically literary questions (e.g. mapping detective stories), and whose work has 

been influential in discussions of ‘distant reading’.  

Technical aspects of the crawler 

Issue Crawler (IC) was considered as a start point for the research. It is a tool based at the 

University of Amsterdam, available to researchers on-line, and relatively widely used. The IC 

begins by accepting in its crawl multiple email addresses (assuming a connection and 

isolating an issue). However, the IC produces ‘finished’ results (data trawls are delivered 

back to users as complete visualizations by default) that do not necessarily encourage 

building a shared understanding of methodologies and heuristics.  So, a decision was taken to 

employ a tool that could be jointly developed and adjusted for the specific task. Use of IC 

was, however, undertaken for comparative purposes.   

Andy Holyer, a computer science researcher at Sussex University and digital industry 

professional, produced a Perl script ‘Crawl’ that was adjustable and editable, and this was 

jointly refined to generate a series of crawls.  

Crawl was designed to take a designated start point (web site address) and search term (one 

or two words). It would then search for links beginning on the start point and tracing each 

link out through to the next mention, down to various depths (this was variously adjusted 
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from ten to 50). Crawl therefore acted as a lexical search tool – semantic searching would 

have been desirable but is not practical for this situation4. 

Various constraints were used to influence the direction of search and to overcome hurdles 

affecting the work. The most fundamental of these was the vast scale and size of the web (its 

‘unthinkable’ density as William Gibson put it, writing of its fictional fore-runner). This scale 

easily overwhelms search engines and searchers; at least those not operating at the scale of 

Google, or with the precision or collaborative intelligence of a wiki bot. In particular it means 

some searches never get away at all – the Crawl engine is still collecting data from the origin 

point when the local memory of the collecting machine is overwhelmed.  

 

These scale issues were addressed in four ways: 

• A sampling of mentions was taken from each start site - no search was intended to be 

complete.  

•  Levels of search were constrained, variously from 20 to 50 levels.  

• The search was ‘nudged’ towards length of trajectory through adjustments to coding 

including the command to read for ‘maximum’ and various other levels of ‘novelty’; 

essentially the search ‘prefers’ new sites and is reluctant to return to places already 

collected.  

• Search terms themselves were adapted to become as specific as possible (see below).  

• Searches were organized to change direction. For instance experiments included 

beginning on rich sites or relatively poor ones, or starting with ‘fiction’ terms on non-

fiction hubs, and vice versa.   

A second issue concerned the one-way direction of hyperlink connections on the web. That 

is, it was feasible to collect links heading ‘out’ from a search origin point (say ‘Hitchhiker’ 

from DouglasAdams.Com), but it is not possible to search from a site and to see what ‘points 

back’ to it (what is ‘pointing in’ towards a site). If this were feasible a more direct sense of a 

‘science’ being ‘connected’ to and perhaps ‘influenced by’ a fictional hub could be 

generated; however, this would require access to Google itself, rather than access through an 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  	  While	  there	  are	  a	  number	  of	  technologies	  intended	  to	  impart	  semantic	  knowledge	  on	  the	  World-‐Wide	  
Web,	  these	  have	  rarely	  if	  even	  been	  consistently	  implemented	  in	  live	  sites.	  Our	  only	  reliable	  approach	  
was	  to	  search	  for	  memes	  in	  a	  purely	  lexical	  manner,	  essentially	  doing	  textual	  searches	  for	  potential	  
mention	  of	  desired	  memes.	  (Programmer	  notes:	  Andy	  Holyer).	  	  
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‘external’ crawler. For instance it would have been possible to start from a ‘scientific’ 

domain (e.g. the Wellcome Trust or a University Science institution) and see how a term 

identified there linked back to literary domains.  

The response to this issue was to consider how the search itself – and to some extent what it 

could undertake – could be amended to follow the kinds of information-in-the-wild search 

that the web makes possible. We considered travel, other origin sites, and looked at how far 

different kinds of terms travelled from fictional origins. We also looked at traffic out of sites 

which themselves constituted exchange hubs between fictional worlds/fictional productions 

and various scientific communities - and found the most interesting results there.   

The third issue concerns the disjuncture between the formal architecture of the web (and its 

potential for dense connection) and the common practices adopted by many of those using it. 

These practices are influenced by the political economy of information (Kevin Kelly’s old 

web aphorism remains relevant; information wants to be free/markets want to constrain its 

circulation), and by pragmatics, including time and scale considerations.   

Consequently, while any concept cited on a web page would ideally have links to the 

derivation of that concept, in practice such connections are extremely rare; for example, a 

reference to an ‘invisibility cloak’ on a stealth technologies/quantum indeterminacy hub 

would ideally link back to J.K. Rowling, or the Harry Potter books but rarely does.  The web 

was conceived with that intention but does not operate in this way in practice. Websites 

restrict linkage outside of themselves in order to maintain closed traffic loops as information 

needs to be made to stay useful. In a commercial context it is directly against the owners 

interests to point visitors away from their site – and many commercial sites (including media 

sites) are shown to exhibit this ‘closed ball’ structure in our investigation (see figure 2).  In 

more academic contexts ‘referencing out’ may be limited in order to maintain authority so a 

metaphorical reference to an SF term in a science paper may not refer back to the source – 

wikipedia perhaps or a fan site – because of academic propriety.   
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(Figure 2) The site as black hole: a search beginning inside Wired and tracing out its 
multiple internal loops  
Even sites that do explicitly intend to construct such tightly self-referring networks, such as 

Wikipedia, in practice only link to a tiny number of the actual semantic connections possible.  

Moreover issues of reliability and control tend to mean that external links tend to remain 

general; connections will be made to other home pages, rather than towards more honed 

locations – Arthur C Clarke.com rather than specific discussions of particular technological 

envisionings, for instance.  

A complicating factor, resulting from a side effect of the development of the web, is the 

existence of a vast number of links on any web page to serve the page’s local administrative 

purposes - links to style sheets, graphics files, banner ads or other resources, or local 

navigation links to other pages on the same sites, standard resources (‘About this site’ etc.).  

All of these links are irrelevant for our purposes.  

Possible strategies to address some of these limitations in the future were discussed. These 

included:  

• Sending out ‘exploratory searches’, including sending crawlers to locations ‘nearby’ 

in cyberspace to see if they linked back to our motherlode. This is ruled out by the 

non-Cartesian structure of the Web – there is no ‘co-ordinating grid’ (there are lines 

of sight), so that making concepts of ‘near’ operational are highly problematic.  
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For the purposes of the Crawls attempted in this exercise, these limitations were noted – and 

worked through. In particular:  

• Awareness of the partial mappings that crawls gave were ‘included in’ to 

consideration of the significance of various outputs; how they might be assessed and 

read – which information might be suggestive, or deceptive, and/or indicative rather 

than in any way absolute.  

 

• Awareness of what might be termed Web artefacts highlighted the need to consider 

parallel accidental effects in the software used to read the data generated (as .dot) files 

by the Crawl. These data collections were opened in Graphviz, an open source 

network visualization tool, where they were expressed graphically as data 

visualizations. Various crawls were opened in other formats (e.g. OmniGraffle and 

Gephi) to investigate/clarify the bias of the software-charting algorithm.   

 

• Attention was also paid to the relationship between various forms of the travel of SF 

and its possible significance, and the questions of mediation and re-mediation – both 

material and symbolic.  

 

The Crawls:  

Three waves of crawls were undertaken:  

1. Initial crawls tested the parameters of the system, including exploring functionality 

and feasibility given the hardware and software constraints (size of platforms, 

memory constraints etc.). Also considered were initial means through which to 

express the data sets gathered.  

  

2. A second set of crawls began to look at how search terms could be organized – 

including questions of origin sites, common problems with restrictions on links 

(firewalls, closures, pay-walls, specific issues with sites including Wikipedia). Crawls 

were expressed in Graphviz. Attention was paid to output and software artefacts.  
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3. A third set of crawls explored various starting points, re-ran searches from different 

types of origin point, and set out to push the searches through the web as far as 

possible.  Graphviz outputs were assessed in order to identify patterns, find patterns 

and tendencies in the data patterns - and suggest future crawls.   

4. Finally crawls were undertaken to highlight areas for future work/future possibility – 

for instance in relation to recent or long-standing memes/concepts. Initial experiments 

were also made with considering other uses for the data gathered.  

Below are set out five indicative crawl sets. They were selected out of a larger set because 

they produced interesting results or suggestive perspectives – and/or identified potentials for 

future work. Visuals are partial, showing sub-sections of larger maps. Each node may also be 

clicked through – as indicated in various shots.  

 

Crawl 1: Singularity 

Search term: ‘singularity’  

Start address:  http://singularityhub.com/category/singularity/ 

This is a big search term - a Google search on ‘singularity’ reports back 18, 200,000 hits -  

and the crawl produced a large map with multiple and dense connections. The singularity 

hub, chosen as a launching off site due to its prominence in general Google searches, is also 

large (although this size is relative). In fact, despite the range of material it covered, the 

Crawl left the site itself only at the far end of the range of its search where it joined up with 

wiki-org.  Within the site boundaries however, ‘singularity’ linked to a range of connected 

material of very different kinds – including SF, scientific and technical reports, science 

journalism, and futurology. There are also connections into creativity and other industries 

(see e.g. http://lenashagieva.com/for an example of a digital arts/digital technologies 

company). There is also an obviously didactic series of connections such as the link to 

University Movie, a consideration of singularity and the future, which is a university project 

produced as a film.  

This internal mapping was useful. The Crawler was here able to capture and enable the 

visualization of the circuits and connections, and indicate traffic and passage points that 

produced ‘hubs within hubs’.  One instance, which stood out in maps, was the strength of 

links between singularity and post-scarcity and associated issues. Future searches might take 
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that term and continue to search on, developing connected string searches, or might attempt 

to deepen the iterations of the search.  

 

 
Figure 2: A partial sub-section of the Singularity search. The seed is the pinch point to the 
left of the image. The search moves out from left to right. Parallel loops at the far end are 
wiki links. 
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Crawls 2 and 3: Consensual Hallucination  

Search term: ‘Consensual Hallucination’  

Search origin (A) Sydney morning herald (www.smh.com.au-consensual hallucination).  

The first of these twin searches suggested the lack of cross-continental traffic and also 

illustrated a perfect Newspaper Storm. George Wright of Sydney writes on cyberspace – 

fictional to real - and produces a flow of traffic around him. The crawl undertaken does 

escape into a series of other Sydney-based sites, publications, activities, but certainly does 

not re-join other connected webs (this failure indicates distance not terminal dis-connection. 

Deeper links beyond the scope of the search equipment would possibly eventually make the 

connections).   

 
Figure 3: Physical geography matters: the search on a global term remained rather local to 
Australia – the point of origin. (search A) 
Search term: ‘Consensual Hallucination’  

Search origin (B): the Last Word on Nothing. 

 (http://www.lastwordonnothing.com/category/art/page/2/)  

The Last Word is a science and art site. This search reached some distance beyond itself – 

notably further ‘out’ it becomes enmeshed in a web of Daily Telegraph nodes. Connections 

were also established with SuperMario sites (gaming to science to literature). The search also 

connected to full text versions of some SF writing (here Neuromancer). The capacity to pull 

back ‘out’ of the visualization and directly access sites (provided in Graphviz) is suggestive 
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for designing future crawls enabling human intervention during crawls with multiple 

iterations. The differences between the two searches here indicates the influence of the origin 

point.  

 
Figure 4:Cyberspace. (origin point B). Clicking on links revealed as highly connected takes 
the viewer back to the original page harvested. Here to a popular science blog including 
‘night work’ from journalists also contributing to e.g. New Scientist, Nature, and Scientific 
American.  
 

Crawl 4: Omnishambles and the Instant Map 

Search Term: ‘Omnishambles’  

The Omnishambles map produced here did not concern SF directly. We used the search to 

explore how good the Crawl was at capturing the very rapid translation of a term from a 

fictional world into the general public sphere. ‘Omnishambles’ is the fictional term used by 

Malcolm Tucker, a character in the The Thick of It (not science fiction, but a fictional 

forensic satire of the political system first shown on the BBC). The term was later used by 

politicians. Here travel is traced from television sites, through reviews and into the realm of 

political commentary (via Ed Milliband) including e.g. New Statesman, various tweets (e.g. 

Guardian) and to parliament (Hansard). Longitudinal mapping was therefore achieved. The 

Crawl tool was very efficient at gathering up and expressing this kind of rapid and 

compressed translation process. A feature of the graphing tool found useful here was the 

ability to take out a clean set of web links. This information might be used for further 

explorations or for different mappings. One of the ‘furthest out’ links was a ‘live’ invitation 

to contribute to the citizen journalism debate.  
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 Figure 5: Omnishambles: The seed was a BBC site (centre near to top). The jellyfish shape 
is satisfying aesthetically – although also accidental. 
 
Crawl 5: Arthur C. Clarke and influence over time  
Search term: ‘Arthur C. Clarke’ 

In this search we were interested in how the idea of influence is mapped. Clarke is known by 

reputation as one of those rare SF writers to have contributed directly to ‘real science’ with 

his SF writing; notably via the concept of Geostationary satellite orbits. This connection is 

well known – and is traceable through popular to specialist nodes (e.g. Wikipedia entries) and 

via the august Arthur C. Clarke Association site – where the historical reality being insisted 

upon concerns the biography of a life, rather than the status of the scientific idea advanced. 
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The crawl indicates the degree of diffusion/dilution over time of what once appeared to be a 

sharp connection or link.  

 

 
Figure 6: Arthur C. Clarke (wiki links are extensive and elaborated).  
 
Conclusions:  

The Crawls indicated both the possibilities and the difficulties of using the visualization and 

crawl tools to map influence and connection. As might have been expected, one of the 

findings of the exercise was the degree to which media organizations (e.g. Wired) contain, 

map to, and organize data around their sites. Very little escapes these Black Hole attractors, 

although the Wired map shown is also an artifact of the graphing tool used.  

Google’s ascendancy conceals the degree to which, within the mass of material and its 

remediation across relatively narrow and rather traditional sites of mediation (the Telegraph, 

Guardian, etc.), there remain at least ‘two cultures’. Links between the two are rarer, 

perhaps, than might have been expected.  

Two contra-indications are found. Firstly, they are found in hub sites which set out to join 

science fiction with science fact – see e.g. issue based sites (singularity hubs), science and the 

arts writers sites with a social conscience (e.g. Stross and Ken Macleod). These sites hosted 

genuinely mixed debate.  Something that would repay further study is the key role that 

various hubs which host the convergence of popular/expert or professional/amateur opinions, 

play in this traffic.  Engaged in discussion of ‘real’ science and technology these sites 

routinely emerge on searches, and were used as start points in the latter stages of our 
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investigations. The connection strategies on these sites – once again characteristically rather 

closed, relying on very diverse activity within their own grounds – are interesting. Three 

obvious types of these sites are ‘single-issue’ sites (e.g. ‘singularity’, ‘homeopathy’), SF-as-

public-intellectual literary blog sites (e.g. Crooked Timber), and classical ‘publishing’ sites 

(e.g. the New Statesman’s art/science sites). These are also distinctively different from hubs 

operating rather narrowly as simple SF fan sites, where sustained engagement with ‘real 

world’ science is referred to but is far more restricted.  

The second form of connection that works against the closure was found in the rapid flight of 

single words across sites. This might be seen as a triumph of metaphor’s capacity to catch fire 

– but also as a comment on the speed at which it becomes divorced (at least in link terms) 

with its ‘parent’. This might be discussed in terms of SF’s  ‘glancing influence’. The 

metaphors it produces are adopted very quickly but are also cut loose from their original 

contexts rather rapidly. This kind of literal ‘short-cut’ may indicate something about the time-

limited role SF plays in the domestication of a concept; for instance. For instance a 

knowledge of coming stealth technologies may be accepted as a real possibility partly 

because there is an extant concept to be grasped courtesy of Harry Potter. ‘Real life’ 

developments later cut this term, at least as it refers to an evolving technology, adrift from its 

roots in a fictional world.  

Finally it is worth noting the relation between SF and sub-cultures.  Cultural noise intervened 

in many ways with our attempts to find clear lines between SF and science and technology 

development.  This of course was to be expected – and indeed a starting point for the project 

as a whole was to be clear that there is no simple ‘transmission’ process but a process of 

engagement within spheres (cultural, scientific, educational) that are already intersecting: 

noise is the point. Thus, an emerging – if unofficial - rule of the crawls, that is also 

symptomatic of a broader process was that where an SF term associated with dystopias 

(‘soma’, ‘blood  music’, ‘pigoon’) has some circulation, it is highly likely to have become the 

name of an East European Thrash band. This kind of cultural ‘interference’ points perhaps, to 

the sub-cultural constituencies of at least some forms of SF production5; there are long 

standing connections between sub-cultural music, geekdom, and fantasy, at least.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  This	  is	  true	  also	  of	  less	  dark	  characters	  –	  e.g.	  Radiohead’s	   ‘Paraniod	  Android’	  (Hitchhiker’s	  Guide	  to	  the	  
Galaxy).	  Or	  see	  Positron	  (www.positronrecords.com/).	  	  
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In future research we envisage that split searches involving more iterations could be 

developed. In the Digital Humanities tradition much of Franco Moretti’s most interesting 

distant reading – at least in its earlier stages - has relied on hermeneutical intervention 

(human student helpers) at key points within otherwise automated strategies. This is also true 

of many ‘wisdom of the crowd’ projects. In this context we feel that multi stage searching 

might be adopted. This would entail staged searches with promising spurs to identified 

(through consideration of data – as read in Terminal format or more likely in graph form) and 

selected for further and more selective expansion.  

 
Selective list of sites used as origins:  
Crooked Timber 
http://crookedtimber.org 
New Scientist Culture Lab  
http://www.newscientist.com/blogs/culturelab/ 
SF/Innovation 
http://www.technovelgy.com/ 
http://singularityhub.com/category/singularity/ 
https://espace.cern.ch/AD-site/What%20is%20antimatter/Science%20Fiction.aspx 
mindstalk.net/vinge/vinge-sing.html 
http://www.kurzweilai.net/ 
http://scnblog.typepad.com/scnblog/2011/09/index.html 
http://www.stemcells.cam.ac.uk/about-us/members/cscr 
http://genome.wellcome.ac.uk/node30088.html 
http://beallcenter.uci.edu/beallDrupal/exhibitions/datavis-information-art 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/8653962/Scientists-warn-of-Planet-of-the-Apes-
scenario.html 
@ wellcome?  
http://crookedtimber.org/2012/03/06/nudge-science-fiction-i-ken-macleods-intrusion/ 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2012/mar/09/intrusion-ken-macleod-review 
www.wellcome.ac.uk/ 
http://www.litsciarts.org/slsa09/program.php 
www.litsciarts.org 
http://www.technovelgy.com/ 
http://www.eetimes.com/electronics-news/4191439/Read-Arthur-C-Clarke-s-geostationary-
satellite-article 
http://www.edge.com.  
 
Selective list of search terms:  
Soylent green  
Pigoon  
Invisibility Cloak  
Consensual Hallucination 
Singularity  
Muon Catalysis  
Geo-stationary orbit  
Hitchhiker’s Guide 
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OmniShambles  
Homeopathy  
Ansible  
Intrusion  
Blood music  
Oryx and Crake  
Neuromancer  
Hydrogen Sonata  
Ken Macleod 
Charles Stross  
Iain M Banks 
Arthur C. Clarke 
Ursula le Guin 
 
Crawl Tool:  
The Crawl tool was written by Andy Holyer who also contributed fully in designing the 
Crawl experiments.  
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